METHOD FOR PRODUCING A COLOR IMAGE AND IMAGING DEVICE EMPLOYING SAME

Abstract: A method of producing a color image comprising providing input image data from an image source such as a camera; generating an at least three-dimensional look-up table of values of input colors and output colors, wherein the values in the lookup table convert the input image color data to output image color data in an image rendering unit; loading the at least three-dimensional look-up table into an image color rendering controller; loading the input image data into the imaging color rendering controller; processing the input image data through the at least three-dimensional look-up table to produce output color values stored at the addresses in the at least three-dimensional look-up table; and outputting the output color values to the image rendering unit to produce an output image that is perceived to have at least one of enhanced brightness, enhanced contrast, or enhanced colorfulness compared to the input image.
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METHOD FOR PRODUCING A COLOR IMAGE
AND IMAGING DEVICE EMPLOYING SAME

TECHNICAL FIELD

Processing and projection or display of color images on surfaces, on televisions, on game displays, on computers or by other electronic display media.

BACKGROUND ART

The projection and/or display of color images is an active area of commercial research and development. New image display, television, games, computers and projection products and viewing experiences are being launched in the marketplace on a regular basis. In one aspect of the marketplace, digital cinema or video projector technology that utilizes colored light emitting diodes (LEDs) as the source of the primary colors for imaging, offers the promise of extreme, wide color gamut along with very long life, low heat illumination. LED brightness is currently limited, however, requiring three optical systems and three image modulators, i.e., one for each of the red, green, and blue (RGB) color channels, for the brightest images. Current projector lamp technology is of higher brightness and can take advantage of single optical systems and single image modulators using complex color filter wheels to provide full color display. In a second aspect of the marketplace, televisions, game displays and computer displays such as liquid crystal displays (LCDs) are now being introduced with LEDs as the backlit light source to again take advantage of the extreme, wide color gamut, long life and low heat output of LEDs. In a third aspect of the marketplace, projectors, televisions, game displays and computer displays are being introduced with more than the typical three (RGB) colors to improve brightness and expand the color gamut. Such products offer the promise and technical challenge of how to best use the wide color gamut.

In a color image projector, in order to gain the advantage of the available wide color gamut, longer life, and lower heat of LED illumination, and to achieve maximum brightness with a single optical system and single image modulator, the multiple RGB channels may be combined for some portion of time during image frames. Adding these multiple RGB channels during an image frame duty cycle will increase the brightness, but will also reduce the colorfulness by desaturating the pure RGB colors.

Furthermore, in prior art projectors, color rendering is accomplished by processing each of the RGB channels independently with matrix operators or with one-
dimensional color look-up tables. In some projectors, the RGB colors and the combinations of two and three colors may be independently controlled. However, such control does not provide full three-dimensional color processing. With these limited processing options, it is not possible to display images optimally in human visual system (HVS) perceptual terms. For example, it is not possible to render visual lightness contrast without affecting either or both of hue and chroma. Achieving optimal visual processing that provides the brightest, most colorful images, while preserving perceived color accuracy requires three-dimensional color processing.

In providing any color image for viewing by a human observer, whether it is an image printed on a substrate, an electronic display, television, or a projection onto a viewing surface, the perception of color stimuli by the human observer is dependent upon a number of factors. In the International Lighting Vocabulary published in 1987 by the Commission Internationale de l'éclairage (CIE), it is noted as follows: "Perceived color depends upon the spectral distribution of the color stimulus, on the size, shape, structure, and surround of the stimulus area, on the state of adaptation of the observer's visual system, and on the observer's experience of the prevailing and similar situations of observations."

Moreover, in a treatise on the stained glassed windows at the cathedral at Chartres, The Radiance of Chartres: Studies in the Early Stained Glass of the Cathedral, (Columbia University Studies in Art History and Archaeology, No. 4), Random House, 1st Ed., 1965, author James Rosser Johnson wrote that, "... the experience of seeing these windows ... is a very complicated experience ... that spans many aspects of perception." Yet fundamentally, "... when the spectator enters the Cathedral from the bright sunlight, ... the visitor must step with caution until his eyes have made a partial dark adaptation ... then the details of the interior will seem lighter and clearer while, at the same time, the [stained-glass] windows become richer and more intense."

Adaptation plays a powerful role in the instance depicted in Johnson's narrative. By adapting to the darkness or lower, perceived diffuse white of the cathedral's interior, the colors of the windows appear exceedingly brilliant, invoking a perception, in the words of Vincent Scully, Architecture, The Natural and Manmade, St. Martin's Press, 1991, that, "... transcend[s] the statics of the building masses, the realities of this world ... [creating] a world of illusion, shaped by and for the heavenly light of the enormous stained glass windows." While such a perceptual experience is certainly complex and
affected by the many characteristics of the human visual system (HVS), the richness of it is largely and simply made possible by the broad extent of sensitivity of the HVS and its innate ability to adapt to its surround.

The HVS is capable of adapting to an incredible range of luminance. For example, the HVS may adapt its light sensitivity over a range of about eight orders of magnitude, e.g., from a starlit, moonlit night having a luminance of about 0.0001 candela per square meter (cd/m²) to a brightly lit summer day of about 600 to 10,000 cd/m². Equally remarkable is that the HVS may accommodate over five orders of magnitude of luminance at any given instant for the perception of complex visual fields that are routinely experienced. This adaptation occurs relative to diffuse white, i.e., an area in the scene that appears white. The perceptions of lightness and chroma are then relative to this white. The higher the brightness of the perceived white, the lower the brightness and chroma of similarly illuminated objects in the scene will appear to the observer; conversely, the lower its brightness, the brighter and more colorful such objects appear.

This means that changing the stimulus that appears white affects the appearance of all other stimuli in the scene. For a display or projection of an image, these powers of adaptation can be harnessed to expand the gamut of the medium in the perceptual sense. For any image display, and particularly single modulation LED displays such as those employing a digital micromirror device (DMD), the projected image can be made to appear brighter by the addition of light from combining RGB colors for some portion of the image frame time. In so doing, the powers of HVS adaptation are exploited to increase the apparent brightness and lightness contrast of the displayed images. For displays illuminated by red, green, and blue LEDs, although the added light reduces the actual display color gamut provided by the "LED primaries," the R, G, and B primary colors of the LEDs often exceed the current video standards, such as e.g., ITU Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) Recommendation BT.709, which is the United States standard for the format of high-definition television and consumer digital media. Thus some colors which are possible to output by the R, G, and B LEDs, or displays with more than three colors and extended color gamut are not available to be encoded in the input color data for display in accordance with such standards. Optimal use of these extended colors requires full three-dimensional color processing and can be further optimized using knowledge of the HVS. Prior attempts to process the current video standards, such as with one-dimensional color processing
and color matrices, or without use of HVS models have resulted in unsatisfactory and unrealistic displayed images and high rates of product return by consumers.

Illustrative of some of these attempts, FIGS. 1A - 1D are two-dimensional schematic diagrams of various prior art ways for processing input color data to produce output color data for rendering a color image. FIG. 1A shows a color hue/saturation/contrast/brightness method, depicting the global controls that rotate hue, stretch saturation and contrast and raise brightness. All colors are changed with these controls with no way to isolate a given color or color region like flesh tones. R_{in}/G_{in}/W_{in} are input HD709 standard colors, and R_{out}/G_{out}/W_{out} are more pure output LED Colors. There are four controls, and if each control is provided with 20 settings for example, there are 80 global choices.

FIG. 1B shows a color matrix method depicting a linear matrix global control that rotates and scales the color axes. All colors are changed globally with no way to isolate local colors like flesh tones. R_{in}/G_{in}/W_{m} are input HD709 standard colors, and R_{out}/G_{out}/W_{out} are more pure output LED colors. If a 3 X 3 matrix is used, there are nine global choices.

FIG. 1C shows a color gamma tables method depicting gamma global controls that independently maps each input color non-linearly to do things such as increase contrast. It can be seen that, e.g., red changes are the same for all green values. The same relationships occur with other combinations of primary colors. Thus gamma controls are global, with no way to locally isolate colors, such as flesh tones. R_{in}/G_{in}/W_{in} are input HD709 standard colors, and R_{out}/G_{out}/W_{out} are more pure output LED colors. With three primary colors having 4096 settings, there are 12288 global choices.

FIG. 1D shows a 2D example of an RGBCYMW seven color mapping method. In this simple example of 7-color tetrahedral processing, the RBG/RGW triangles are independently processed using linear interpolation of input/output control values at each vertices. This is a global control, with no way to isolate local colors or regions like flesh tones. R_{in}/G_{in}/W_{m} are input HD709 standard colors, and R_{out}/G_{out}/W_{out} are more pure output LED colors. With 14 In/Out colors, there are 14 global choices. R_{in}/G_{in}/W_{in} are input HD709 standard colors, and R_{out}/G_{out}/W_{out} are more pure output LED Colors.

Digital Cinema Initiatives, LLC (DCI) is a joint venture of major motion picture studios, which was formed in 2002 to create standards for digital cinema systems, including image capture and projection. The digital color standard adopted by the
studios for professional movie releases in the DCI format is 12 bits per primary color, nonlinear CIE XYZ Tristimulus values. This is the first time that a digital standard has been established that is encoded in visual color space and therefore independent of any imaging device. For example, using this standard, the same digital file can be displayed to produce the specified color on a television or a printer. The color gamut of this digital color standard is larger than any possible display.

FIG. 3 is a diagram of color gamuts, including color gamuts of the DCI and HD709 standards, and color gamuts of various media and/or imaging devices. It can be seen that in diagram 400, the color gamuts 406, 408, 410, and 412 of the various imaging devices are substantially larger than the HD709 standard 404. Accordingly, to take full advantage of the color capabilities of these imaging devices 406 - 412, the color gamut of the HD709 standard must be mapped upwardly, to render the full colors of the larger color gamut, while simultaneously preserving flesh tones and other memory colors, and optimizing the particular device for viewing in a particular environment.

It can also be seen that the large triangular boundary 402 that represents the DCI standard encompasses all of the color gamuts of the media and/or imaging devices, as well as the color gamut of the HD709 standard 404. Accordingly, the digital color standard input color gamut 402 must be contracted or reduced to fit within the color gamut of a physical display such as a television or projector. Truncating or clipping those input digital color values of the DCI standard that lie outside of the color gamut boundary of the display device will cause loss of color saturation and detail and create a visually sub-optimal displayed image. Conventional video processing using one-dimensional color tables and linear matrices will also produce sub-optimal displayed images. Optimal display of these contracted colors requires full three-dimensional color processing and can be further optimized using knowledge of the HVS and the state of visual adaptation in particular viewing environments.

Also, image and video media display products are now being reduced in size. Examples of such products are the new miniature pico-projectors and portable, handheld displays such as iPods® or iPads®. Because of power, heat, and size limitations, these displays generally have reduced color gamuts due to reduced contrast or reduced color saturation. They also are often used in widely differing viewing environments both indoors and outdoors. Improvement of the overall quality of these smaller gamut displays with conventional image and video input is critical to
product value. Conventional video processing using one-dimensional color tables and linear matrices will also produce sub-optimal displayed images. Optimal display of these contracted colors requires full three-dimensional color processing and can be further optimized using knowledge of the HVS and the state of visual adaptation in particular viewing environments.

Additionally, the capabilities of HVS adaptation are affected by the viewing environment. In a dark room, higher contrast is needed in a projected or displayed image for an equally perceived viewing experience as compared to a room with normal room lighting or viewing the same image in bright outdoor lighting. Relative to bright outdoor lighting, the HVS adaptation to the dark room and the lower overall image brightness combine to reduce the perceived image contrast. In a brightly lit room, less contrast is needed due to brightness adaptation and more contrast is needed due to viewing flare from room lights illuminating the dark areas of the displayed image.

In image displays, televisions, and/or projectors using high brightness light sources or expanded or reduced color gamuts, there is therefore a need in displaying and/or projecting images to optimize the increase in perceived brightness, contrast, and colorfulness while preserving expected memory colors of the displayed image such as flesh tones. Such an optimization should take into account that not all colors should be adjusted in the same manner and to the same extent. To do so would result in images containing certain details that appear unsatisfactory to a human observer. For example, if a flesh tone of a face in an image is modified in the same manner as a relatively saturated color of another object in the image, the face will be perceived as "pink," "orange," or "burnt" by an observer and thus will be perceived as unsatisfactory. There is therefore a need to achieve this optimization while also preserving certain known colors, such as flesh tones, grey tones, named colors (such as commercial "brand" colors), and other "memory" colors in the image. Prior attempts to process the video inputs with one-dimensional color processing and color matrices for such extended brightness, contrast or color gamut displays, have resulted in unsatisfactory and unrealistic displayed images and high rates of product return by consumers.

Current projectors, televisions or displays that attempt to enhance or improve perceived color quality with processing that is in any way different than exact colorimetric color reproduction, do not preserve memory colors in the background. A memory color may be characterized as a localized volume in a color space, as will be described subsequently herein. The algorithms used in current image displays,
televisions and projectors cannot uniquely preserve a volume within a three-
dimensional color space while changing a different volume within the same three-
dimensional color space using one dimensional tables, or matrices, or enhancements
which are applied to all colors in the 3D space. For example, in some image
projectors, color enhancement is attempted using output color definitions of the seven
input colors RGBCMYW (red-green-blue-cyan-magenta-yellow-white). This may allow
one to provide a bright white in an image without changing red, for example, but it does
not allow one to specify any point or localized volume of a memory color in a 3D color
space, which is required to preserve that memory color. As a result, when current
image displays, televisions and projectors provide enhanced colors, they do so across
the entire color gamut, "enhancing" certain memory colors such as flesh tones such
that a typical human observer finds them unsatisfactory and not perceptually optimal.
In such image devices, the color enhancement is somewhat arbitrary; it does not
preserve memory colors, nor produce a perceived display image that is realistic for a
better viewing environment.

More generally, to the best of the applicants' knowledge, no one has
implemented the use of three dimensional color tables in 3D color processing to
improve image quality for video images, or in 3D color processing for gamut mapping
to larger color gamut displays than a particular image standard, or in gamut mapping
to smaller color gamut displays than a particular image standard, or in 3D color
mapping to displays with secondary color capability and more than three colors that
are primary or secondary, using visual models of the human visual system or
otherwise. Currently, standard color processing for displays uses one dimensional
tables, 3 x 3 matrices or matrix mathematics that allows output definition of a small
number of colors like RGBCYMW.

3D color tables have been implemented for color calibration, but in such
circumstances, the tables are small (e.g., 7 x 7 x 7). These 3D look-up-tables are
used instead of one dimensional tables and 3 x 3 matrices because the small 3D
look-up-tables are generally faster, albeit at the expense of some loss of precision. In
any case, significant color improvement or enhancements to deliver color "looks," or
gamut mapping or mapping to displays with secondary or more than three primary
colors with such small tables is not possible.

Another problem in certain types of image rendering devices is that the outputs
of the primary color light sources are not stable. This is particularly true for image
rendering devices that use organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) as the sources of the primary colors red, green, and blue. A known problem with OLED displays is that the blue OLED typically has had a considerably shorter lifespan than the red and green OLEDs. One measure of OLED life is the decrease of luminance to half the value of original brightness. The luminance of currently available blue OLEDs decreases to half brightness in a much shorter time than the red or green OLEDs. During the operation of an OLED display, this differential color change between the blue OLED and the red and green OLEDs changes the color balance of the display. This change is much more objectionable to a viewer than a decrease in overall brightness of the display.

To the best of the applicants’ knowledge, the problem of managing the overall lifespan of OLED displays has not be solved adequately, which has led to significant delays in product introduction in the marketplace. There is therefore a need to provide a solution that manages the overall quality and lifespan of the relative luminances of the red, green and blue OLEDs in a display device.

**DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION**

A color-enhanced image display, television, or projection that maintains certain known colors and optimizes colorfulness and contrast will have the highest visual perceptual quality if and only if the rendering is accomplished wherein the input RGB colors are processed inter-dependently. This requires the use of a three-dimensional color look-up table, also referred to herein as a 3D LUT. The color enhancement may entail increased brightness and/or a larger or smaller color gamut, depending upon the particular image display or projector. In prior art image displays and projectors in which traditional matrices and one dimensional color tables operate independently on the RGB input colors, a brighter display is not possible without affecting hue. For example, blue skies will be shifted towards purple, flesh tones will be altered in unpredictable ways, and many other color artifacts may be present, depending upon the content of the particular displayed/projected image. The use of 3D color look-up tables enables brighter, higher contrast, and more colorful image displays and projections without color artifacts. Using methods of the present invention, this can be accomplished for image displays or projectors which have color gamuts about the same as that of a given color standard, or larger than the standard, or smaller than the standard. The color rendering of such image displays or projectors can be enhanced
using three dimensional tables with differing methods in each volume and with visual models.

In one aspect of the invention, a first method of producing a color image is provided comprising providing input image data from an image source such as a camera; generating an at least three-dimensional look-up table of values of input colors and output colors, wherein the values in the lookup table convert the input image color data to output image color data in an image rendering unit; loading the at least three-dimensional look-up table into an image color rendering controller; loading the input image data into the imaging color rendering controller; processing the input image data through the at least three-dimensional look-up table to produce output color values stored at the addresses in the at least three-dimensional look-up table; and outputting the output color values to the image rendering unit to produce an output image that is perceived to have at least one of enhanced brightness, enhanced contrast, and enhanced colorfulness compared to the input image.

The values in the lookup table may be calculated based upon a visual model of the human visual system and they may include modeling to improve the perceived brightness or contrast or colorfulness for different viewing environments. The at least one of enhanced brightness, enhanced contrast, or enhanced colorfulness introduced by the at least three-dimensional look-up-table may produce a chosen artistic perception in the output image. The image rendering unit may have an expanded color gamut greater than the color gamut of the input image data, wherein the output colors to the image rendering unit utilize the expanded color gamut, or the image rendering unit may have a reduced color gamut smaller than the color gamut of the input image data, wherein the output colors to the image rendering unit utilize the smaller color gamut. The input image data may contain memory colors and non-memory colors, and the method may include identifying the memory colors in the input image data to be substantially maintained, characterizing the memory colors and non-memory colors with respect to their chromaticities, and producing an image with substantially maintained memory colors using the image rendering unit. In such circumstances, the perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the non-memory colors are changed differently than perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the memory colors. They may be increased more than perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the memory colors. In one embodiment, the perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the non-memory colors are increased more than perceived
colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the memory colors. Generating the at least three-dimensional look-up table may include computing enhanced lightness, chroma, and hue for the memory colors using a non-linear enhancement function. The enhancement function may be a sigmoidal function. More than one at least three-dimensional look-up table for the color transformation of the non-memory colors and the memory colors may be generated and used. Each of the at least three dimensional look-up tables may be optimized for a different viewing environment of the image rendering unit. The method may further include providing a sensor for measuring the ambient light in the viewing environment.

The input image data may be of a first color standard, and the method may further include converting the input image data of the first input color standard into an input color specification for inputting into the three-dimensional look-up table. The at least three-dimensional look-up table may have at least three input colors and/or at least three output colors. The at least three output colors may be any combination of primary colors as independent light sources or secondary colors defined as combinations of primary colors. The at least three dimensional look-up table may be losslessly compressed to reduce storage use in memory of the image color rendering controller. The method may further include calibrating the image rendering unit by measuring the color response of the image rendering unit, and then modifying the output image data either by additional processing after the at least three-dimensional look-up-table or by including the required calibration in the at least three-dimensional look-up-table.

The image color rendering controller may be contained within the image rendering unit, or it may be external to the image rendering unit. An auxiliary imaging device controller may be in communication with the image color rendering controller and the image rendering unit. The image rendering unit may be selected from, but not limited to a projector, a television, a computer display, and a game display, and may use DMD, plasma, liquid crystal, liquid crystal-on-silicon modulation, or direct modulation of the light source. The light source may be an LED, OLED, laser, or lamp light sources. Without limitation, the image color rendering controller may be in communication with at least one of a cable TV set-top box, a video game console, a personal computer, a computer graphics card, a DVD player, a Blu-ray player, a broadcast station, an antenna, a satellite, a broadcast receiver and processor, and a digital cinema.
The image rendering unit may include an algorithm for color modification, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to compensate for the color modification performed by the image rendering unit. The image rendering unit may include an algorithm for creating secondary colors from primary colors, and the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises compensating for the color modification performed by the addition of the secondary colors in the image rendering unit.

The at least three-dimensional look-up table may further include processing the input image data to increase perceived color, brightness, and contrast to compensate for the reduction in perceived color, brightness, and contrast caused by the algorithm for color modification in the image rendering unit. The at least three-dimensional look-up table may contain a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an improved viewing environment including the visual adaptation of the human visual system. The at least three-dimensional look-up table may include the definition of secondary colors, and may further contain enhanced lightness, chroma, and hues to increase perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness to compensate for the loss in perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness due to addition of the secondary colors by the image rendering unit. The at least three-dimensional look-up table may further include processing the input image data to include chromatic adaptation of the human visual system to a specified white point that increases the brightness of the image rendering unit.

The instant method may be used in the display or projection of two dimensional (2D) or "three dimensional" (3D) images. The 3D images are typically produced by providing 2D stereo images simultaneously or in rapid sequence taken from two perspectives, so as to provide the observer with the illusion of depth perception. The image rendering unit may be a "3D" unit. By way of illustration, and not limitation, the unit may be e.g., an autostereoscopic display, or it may include a polarizing filter to separate the 2D stereo images being projected and directed to the eyes of an observer using polarization glasses, or it may include a shuddering mechanism to separate the 2D stereo images being projected and directed to the eyes of an observer using time synced shutter glasses. In any case, both sets of 2D images may be processed according to the instant method to deliver 3D images that are perceived by an observer to have enhanced brightness, and/or enhanced contrast, and/or enhanced colorfulness.
In another aspect of the invention, an additional method of producing a color image is provided, the method comprising providing input image data of a first color gamut and an image rendering unit of a second, expanded or reduced color gamut; generating an at least three-dimensional look-up table of values of input colors and output colors, wherein the values in the lookup table expand or reduce the input image data to encompass the second color gamut of the image rendering unit; loading the at least three-dimensional look-up table into an image color rendering controller; loading the input image data into the imaging color rendering controller; processing the input image data through the at least three-dimensional look-up table using the input image data as addresses into the at least three-dimensional look-up table to produce output image data from the output color values stored at the addresses in the at least three-dimensional look-up table; and outputting the output image data to the image rendering unit to produce an output image that is perceived to have at least one of enhanced brightness, enhanced contrast, and enhanced colorfulness compared to the input image. This method may also include the various aspects and/or steps described above for the first method.

In another aspect of the invention, the models may include visual models of HVS perceptual adaptation to produce a projected or displayed image that appears as it would in a more optimal, well lit viewing environment. The image processing may include correcting for low level lighting of the surrounding environment and/or indoor or outdoor ambient light added to the displayed image. More specifically, a method of producing a color image by an image rendering unit in a sub-optimal viewing environment is provided, the method comprising generating an at least three-dimensional look-up table of values of input colors and output colors, the table containing a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an improved viewing environment; loading the at least three-dimensional look-up table into an image color rendering controller; loading the input image data into the image color rendering controller; processing the input image data through the at least three-dimensional look-up table using the input image data as addresses into the at least three-dimensional look-up table to produce output image data from the output color values stored at the addresses in the at least three-dimensional look-up table; and outputting the output image data to the image rendering unit. This method may further include the various aspects and/or steps described above for the first method. The
improved viewing environment may be such that an observer may perceive the color
image to have more color, contrast, or brightness.

In yet another aspect of the invention, a method of producing a color image by
an image rendering unit is provided, the method comprising generating an at least
three-dimensional look-up table of values of input colors and output colors, the three-
dimensional look-up table containing the definition of secondary colors or more than
three primary colors; loading the at least three-dimensional look-up table into an image
color rendering controller; loading the input image data into the image color rendering
controller; processing the input image data through the at least three-dimensional look-
up table using the input image data as addresses into the at least three-dimensional
look-up table to produce output image data from the output color values stored at the
addresses in the at least three-dimensional look-up table; and outputting the output
image data to the image rendering unit to produce an output image that is perceived to
have at least one of enhanced brightness, enhanced contrast, and enhanced
colorfulness compared to the input image. This method may also include the various
aspects and/or steps described above for the first method.

The secondary colors or more than three primary colors may be explicitly
defined, or the secondary colors or more than three primary colors implied in the
design of a three in by three out look-up table for two conditions. In either instance,
measured responses of the image rendering unit may be used to define the three-
dimensional look-up table, or mathematics provided by a manufacturer of the image
rendering unit may be used to define the three-dimensional look-up table. Alternatively, an open definition of how the secondary colors or more than three
primary colors are used may be provided. This method may also include the various
aspects and/or steps described above for the first method.

In another aspect of the invention, the problem of displaying or projecting an
image that is optimal in human visual perceptual terms regardless of the ambient light
and background environment of the image is solved by using visual models to enhance
the perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness of the image, thereby improving the
perceived quality of the image. The visual models of human visual perception may be
used to create look-up tables of at least three dimensions to process the image to be
displayed. Memory colors of the image may be preserved. The method may further
include performing empirical visual studies to determine the dependence of the
preference of colorfulness, contrast, or brightness on the ethnicities of the human
observers, and defining the perceived quality of the image for each nationality of human observers. The method may further include adjusting the colorfulness, contrast, or brightness of the image based upon one of the ethnicities of the human observers. The method may further include generating an at least three-dimensional look-up table of values of input colors and output colors, the three-dimensional look-up table adjusting the colorfulness, contrast, or brightness of the image to match the enhanced appearance of analog film systems or digital systems designed for cinemas. The method may further include adjusting the colorfulness, contrast, or brightness of the image to produce a chosen artistic perception in the image.

In another aspect of the invention, a method of producing a color image by an OLED display is provided that manages the overall quality and lifespan of the relative luminances of the red, green and blue OLEDs in the display. The method comprises providing input image data and providing the OLED display having at least three OLEDs, each OLED being of a different primary color; generating an at least three-dimensional look-up table of values of input colors and output colors, wherein the values in the lookup table convert the input image data to output image color data of the OLED display in a manner that optimally manages the quality of the image and the lifetime of the at least three OLEDs; loading the at least three-dimensional look-up table into an image color rendering controller; loading the input image data into the imaging color rendering controller; processing the input image data through the at least three-dimensional look-up table to produce output color values stored at the addresses in the at least three-dimensional look-up table; and outputting the output image data to produce the image by the OLED display. The values in the look-up table may be calculated based upon a visual model of the human visual system. This method may further include the various aspects and/or steps described above for the first method.

The at least three OLEDs may be a red OLED, a green OLED, and a blue OLED. In such an instance, managing the quality of the image and the lifetime of the OLEDs may further include adding a white primary and mapping predetermined amounts of the grey component of RGB pixel values to the white primary to reduce the usage of RGB and extend the life of the red, green, and blue OLEDs. Alternatively, managing the quality of the image and the lifetime of the OLEDs may comprise adding other primary colors and mapping predetermined amounts of the RGB pixel values to the other primary colors to reduce the usage of RGB and extend the life of the red, green, and blue OLEDs. The method may further comprise operating the at least
three OLEDs such that a first OLED does not reach end of life sooner than the other OLEDs, and the image quality of each of the OLEDs is reduced about equally over time without perceived artifacts or appearances predominantly of one of the OLED colors.

The method may be further comprised of having a controlled degradation of image quality due to changes in the outputs of at least one of the OLEDs, wherein the change of quality at any given point in time has the least loss in perceived quality. The controlled degradation may be tracked by accumulating and using usage data for all of the OLEDs. The controlled degradation may be performed on the entire image over time, or on at least one portion of the image over time. The controlled degradation may be performed by substantially maintaining the brightness of the image while gradually reducing color saturation of the image over time, or by reducing color saturation of the image to a greater extent in image pixels of low color saturation than in image pixels of high color saturation, or by substantially maintaining the brightness of the image while reducing color saturation gradually using adaptive one dimensional tables on each of the primary colors.

The one dimensional tables on each primary color may be calculated using a quality degradation model. The quality degradation model may average among one dimensional tables that are pre-designed to provide the targeted image quality at specific OLED lifetimes. The one dimensional tables may be produced by interpolation between a one dimensional table for when the OLEDs are initially operated and a one dimensional table for when the OLEDs are at the ends of their useful lifetimes.

In another aspect of the invention, in an image display, television, or projector, the problem of achieving an expanded or maximum color gamut by temporally combining R, G, and B during an image frame duty cycle to increase brightness while maintaining saturated pure R, G, and B colors is solved by calculating the combinations of R, G, and B that maintain a physical or perceived input color in a given viewing environment thereby maintaining physical or perceived color saturation and achieving increased brightness. The calculated combinations are implemented in a 3D look-up table.

In any of the above aspects of the invention, the color image to be produced may contain "memory colors" as defined herein, and non-memory colors. In general, the memory colors of the image that is produced are preserved. The methods may include identifying the memory colors in the input image data to be substantially
maintained, characterizing the memory colors and non-memory colors with respect to their chromaticities in the image rendering unit, and producing an image comprising human visual system perceptually accurate memory colors using the image rendering unit. The perceived colorfulness, brightness and contrast of the non-memory colors are increased more than perceived brightness and contrast of the memory colors. In one embodiment, generating the at least three-dimensional look-up table may includes computing enhanced lightness, chroma, and hue for the memory colors using a sigmoidal enhancement function. More than one at least three-dimensional look-up table may be generated for the color transformation of the non-memory colors and the memory colors. Some or all of the at least three dimensional look-up tables may be optimized for a different viewing environment of the image rendering unit. In such an instance, the method may further include selecting one of the at least three-dimensional look-up tables for loading into the image color rendering controller based upon the viewing environment of the image rendering unit. A sensor may be provided for measuring the ambient light in the viewing environment.

In a related aspect of the invention, the problem of displaying an image that simultaneously has high brightness and high colorfulness of a majority of colors (and particularly high saturation colors), while maintaining realistic "memory colors" is solved by adding white light or any combination of multiple R, G, B colors by combining R, G, and B for some portion of the duty cycle of the image projection time, according to a 3D look-up table, which replaces the lost colorfulness of adding color combinations and at the same time preserves flesh tones and other known memory colors. The image data is processed with a 3D look-up table in a manner that that increases the perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast while preserving flesh tones and other known memory colors. The 3D look-up table is created to produce the improved image quality. Visual models may be used to perform the image processing.

In any of the above aspects of the invention, the methods may further comprise converting the input image data of a first input color standard into an input color specification for inputting into the three-dimensional look-up table.

The solutions to the above problems may entail multi-dimensional look-up tables, with three dimensional look-up tables being one example. The at least three dimensional lookup table may have three or more input colors and three or more output colors. The output dimension may be different from the input dimension, such as having RGBCYMW (red-green-blue-cyan-magenta-yellow-white) output values in an
RGB table, i.e. three values of input and seven values of output. The number of outputs may also be greater than three due to the display having more than three physical colors, i.e., more than three primary colors such as R, G, and B. In such an instance, the output colors could therefore be the primary colors or combinations of the four or more colors. In general, the three or more than three output colors are any combination of primary colors as independent light sources or secondary colors defined as combinations of primary colors. The at least three dimensional look-up table(s) may be losslessly compressed to reduce storage use in a memory of the image color rendering controller.

More specifically, according to the present disclosure, a method of displaying an image containing memory colors and saturated colors is provided comprising identifying the memory colors in input image data to be substantially maintained, characterizing the memory colors with respect to their chromaticities, and generating a three-dimensional look-up table for a color transformation of saturated and memory colors. The three-dimensional look-up table is loaded into an imaging device controller, and input image data is loaded into the imaging device controller. The input image data is processed with an algorithm using the three-dimensional look-up table to produce output image data. The output image data is output to an image rendering device, and a high brightness, high contrast image comprising human visual system perceptually accurate memory colors is displayed or projected.

In one embodiment, the method includes preprocessing, wherein one dimensional tables and matrices are provided for converting the variety of possible input color standards into a preferred color input to the 3D or higher dimensional color look-up-table. This is done for the purpose of making a single or reduced number of 3D or higher dimensional color look-up-tables adaptable to different video standards. In another embodiment, the algorithm containing the 3D or higher dimensional mathematics is executed in real time by the central processing unit of a computer in the image display or projection device so that the need for a 3D color table is obviated. This may be done if the device computer is provided with adequate computational processing capability and memory.

In another embodiment, the method includes incorporating the variety of possible input color standards directly into the creation of the 3D or higher dimensional color look-up-tables to adapt to different video standards.
In some circumstances, the image rendering unit (such as, e.g., a display or projection device) is provided with some color modification capability that is "built in." For example, the device may provided with an algorithm to add white or secondary colors, resulting in a loss of colorfulness, and a distortion in the appearance of memory colors. In such circumstances, the output values in the at least three-dimensional look-up table are determined such that the input image data is processed to compensate for the color modification performed by the image rendering unit. The method may thus include providing at least 3D color tables to adjust the color data in a manner that shifts it in a direction within the color space that compensates for the built in color modification that is performed by the image rendering unit. The at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to increase perceived color, brightness, and contrast to compensate for the reduction in perceived color, brightness, and contrast caused by the algorithm for color modification in the image rendering unit. In a more specific instance in which the image rendering unit includes an algorithm for creating secondary colors from primary colors, the at least three-dimensional look-up table may further comprise compensating for the color modification performed by the addition of the secondary colors in the image rendering unit. The values in the at least three-dimensional look-up table may also be determined such that the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to include chromatic adaptation of the human visual system to a specified white point that increases the brightness of the image rendering unit. The at least three-dimensional look-up table may also adjust the colorfulness, contrast, or brightness of the image to be produced to match the enhanced appearance of analog film systems or digital systems designed for cinemas.

According to the present disclosure, there is further provided a device for producing a color image. The device is comprised of a computer including a central processing unit and a memory in communication through a system bus. The memory may be a random access memory, or a computer readable storage medium. The memory contains an at least three dimensional lookup table.

In one aspect of the invention, the at least three dimensional lookup table contains values of input colors and output colors, wherein the values in the lookup table convert an input image color data set to output image color data in an image rendering unit that is connectable to the device.
In another aspect of the invention, the at least three dimensional lookup table may be produced by an algorithm for transforming input image data comprising memory colors and non-memory colors to a visual color space, and computing enhanced lightness, chroma, and hue for the memory colors and non-memory colors in the visual color space. The algorithm to produce the three dimensional lookup table may be contained in the memory.

In another aspect of the invention, the at least three dimensional lookup table includes values of input colors and output colors, wherein the values in the lookup table convert a first color gamut of an input image data set to encompass a second expanded or reduced color gamut of an image rendering unit that is connectable to the device.

In another aspect of the invention, the at least three dimensional lookup table contains a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an improved viewing environment including the visual and chromatic adaptation of the human visual system.

In another aspect of the invention, the at least three dimensional lookup table contains the definition of secondary colors, and enhanced lightness, chroma, and hues to increase perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness to compensate for the loss in perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness due to addition of secondary colors by an image rendering unit that is connectable to the device.

In another aspect of the invention wherein the image is perceived by a human observer, the memory may contain a visual model to enhance the perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness of the image.

In any of the above aspects of the invention, the device may further include the image rendering unit in communication with the computer. The image rendering unit may be selected from a projector, a television, a computer display, and a game display, and may use DMD, plasma, liquid crystal, liquid crystal-on-silicon modulation (LCOS), or direct modulation of the light source and LED, organic light emitting diode (OLED), laser, or lamp light sources. The device may further comprise an auxiliary imaging device including at least one of a cable TV set-top box, a video game console, a personal computer, a computer graphics card, a DVD player, a Blu-ray player, a broadcast station, an antenna, a satellite, a broadcast receiver and processor, and a digital cinema. One of a liquid crystal display, a plasma display, and a DMD projector
may be in communication with the auxiliary device. The device may further comprise a
communication link to a source of input image data.

The at least three-dimensional look-up table includes the definition of secondary
colors, and contains enhanced lightness, chroma, and hues to increase perceived
colorfulness, contrast, or brightness to compensate for the loss in perceived
colorfulness, contrast, or brightness due to addition of the secondary colors by the
image rendering unit. Alternatively or additionally, the at least three-dimensional look-
up table may contain a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an
improved viewing environment including the visual and chromatic adaptation of the
human visual system.

The memory of the device may contain a set of at least three dimensional
lookup tables; each table of the set may be optimized for a different viewing
environment of the image rendering unit. The device may be provided with a sensor
for measuring the ambient light in the viewing environment.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present disclosure will be provided with reference to the following drawings,
in which like numerals refer to like elements, and in which:

FIGS. 1A - 1D are illustrative, two-dimensional schematic diagrams of various
prior art ways for processing input color data to produce output color data for rendering
a color image;

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of aspects of the instant method for processing
input color data to produce output color data for rendering a color image;

FIG. 3 is a chromaticity diagram that depicts color gamuts of the DCI and
HD709 standards, and color gamuts of various media and/or imaging devices;

FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a three-dimensional color space depicting a
series of color gamuts of an image display, projector, or television in which the gamuts
have been sequentially reduced by the addition of white to the R, G, and B primary
colors thereof;

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a device for producing a color image;

FIG. 6 is a flowchart depicting the steps of one algorithm for generating a three-
dimensional lookup table for the purposes of this invention; and

FIG. 7 is a flowchart depicting one method for producing a color image in
accordance with the present disclosure;
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of one mathematical flowchart for producing a color image in accordance with the present invention, which includes color output calibration.

The present invention will be described in connection with a preferred embodiment, however, it will be understood that there is no intent to limit the invention to the embodiment described. On the contrary, the intent is to cover all alternatives, modifications, and equivalents as may be included within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

For a general understanding of the present invention, reference is made to the drawings. In the drawings, like reference numerals have been used throughout to designate identical elements. In describing the present invention, a variety of terms are used in the description. Standard terminology is widely used in image processing, display, and projection arts. For example, one may refer to the *International Lighting Vocabulary*, Commission Internationale de l'eclairage (CIE), 1987 for definitions of standard terms in the fields of color science and imaging. One may also refer to *Billmeyer and Saltzman's PRINCIPLES OF COLOR TECHNOLOGY*, 3rd Ed, Roy S. Berns, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2000; and *Color Appearance Models*, Mark D. Fairchild, Wiley-IS&T, Chichester, UK (2005).

In order to fully describe the invention, as used in the present disclosure, certain terms are defined as follows:

- **Brightness** - attribute of a visual perception according to which an area appears to emit, or reflect, more or less light.
- **BT.709** - abbreviated reference to ITU Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) Recommendation BT.709, a standard for the format of high-definition television.
- **Chromaticity** - normalized CIE Tristimulus values often used to visualize the color gamuts of devices in a Chromaticity diagram, such as that shown in FIG 3.
- **CIECAM02** - the most recent color model adopted by the International Commission on Illumination, or *Commission Internationale de l'electricité* (CIE), published in 2002.
- **Color** - A specification of a color stimulus in terms of operationally defined values, such as three tristimulus values.
- **Color Space** - A three-dimensional space in which each point therein corresponds to a color.
Colorfulness - Attribute of a visual perception according to which the perceived color of an area appears to be more or less chromatic.

Contrast - In the perceptual sense, assessment of the difference in appearance of two or more parts of a field seen simultaneously or successively.


Display - An imaging device which forms an image from discrete lighted elements at a surface thereof.

Color Gamut - The range of colors producible with a set of inks, lights, or other colorants. A color gamut may be described in terms of a particular region of a color space.

Hue - Attribute of a visual perception according to which an area appears to be similar to one of the colors, red, yellow, green, and blue, or to a combination of adjacent pairs of these colors considered in a closed ring.

Memory color - a color of an object in an image for which an observer may consciously or unconsciously observe and make a judgment as to whether the color of the object is accurate, based upon the observer's memory of previous experiences observing the object. Examples of memory colors are flesh (human skin) tones, the green of grass, the blue of the sky, the yellow of a banana, the red of an apple, and grey scale. The accurate rendering of colors associated with commercial products and registered trademarks, such as "Kodak yellow", "IBM blue," and "John Deere green" may be important to some viewers/users of images, and are also examples of memory colors. It is further noted that the perceived appearance of memory colors may be influenced by the context in which they are seen by an observer.

Primary colors - The colors of the individual light sources, including all color filters, that are used to create a color image in an image rendering unit.

Projector - An imaging device which forms an image by delivering and in some instances focusing light on a distant, separate surface such as a wall or screen.

RGBCYMW - in the use of any of these capital letters in combination herein, they stand for red, green, blue, cyan, yellow, magenta, and white, respectively.

Rendering an image - providing an image for observation, either via an image display that forms an image from discrete lighted elements at a surface thereof, or via an...
image projector that forms an image by delivering and in some instances focusing light on a distant, separate surface such as a wall or screen.

Saturation - Colorfulness of an area judged in proportion to its brightness.
Secondary colors - Linear or non-linear combinations of the primary colors of an image rendering unit that can be controlled independently from the primary colors.
Tristimulus values - Amounts of the three reference color stimuli, in a given trichromatic system, required to match the color of a stimulus being considered.

White - a set of three values of primary colors, typically red, green, and blue, that may be added to a color in a portion of an image, thereby in effect adding white to the color to brighten the color.

It is further noted that as used herein, a reference to a three dimensional lookup table or a 3DLUT is meant to indicate a table of at least three dimensions, unless otherwise indicated. A lookup table may be multidimensional, i.e., it may have three or more input colors and three or more output colors.

FIG. 2 is an illustrative, two-dimensional schematic diagram depicting the full multi-dimensional capability of an at least three dimensional color table 54 used in processing input color data to produce output color rendering a color image. For the sake of simplicity of illustration, the diagram 420 of FIG. 2 depicts only a 2D rendition of an at least 3D color table 54 of the present invention. Any point, and/or any region in the full color space can be changed independently. The small squares 422 represent locations in the color space in which no change in color is made. These locations may be memory color locations, such as flesh tones.

In other regions 424, selective increases in contrast, colorfulness, and brightness may be made. The larger squares 426 in these regions 424 represent locations where colorfulness, contrast, and brightness are increased. Any local color or color region, such as a flesh tone region, can be chosen for unique color processing. In one embodiment, a 3D color table may contain output values for every input RGB color, which for 12 bits per color would be 4096 x 4096 x 4096 independent colors, thereby providing 68.7 billion local color choices. In another embodiment, a 3D color table size can be reduced by using the most-significant bits of the input colors to define the 3D color table locations and performing multi-linear or other multi-dimensional interpolation using the least-significant bits of the input colors.

It is to be understood that while the squares 422 and 426 are meant to indicate various color regions, the borders of the squares are not meant to indicate
sharply defined boundaries of such regions. As described previously, these regions
may be modeled using a probability distribution that provides a smooth transition from
regions in the color space that are outside of the regions defined by the squares.

For example, the various regions may be defined by Gaussian boundaries that
are smoothly connected by probability functions. In defining the color output values in
the at least 3D LUT 54, volume derivatives may be used that displace the color
(R,G,B) vectors in different amounts. Within memory color regions, the color vectors
have a lesser displacement, or possibly none at all, while other color regions have
larger displacements to increase their contrast, colorfulness, and brightness.

The full table may be very large. For example, a large table results if the input
color is 24-bit (i.e. 8 bits each for R, G, and B), and the output includes white and is 32
bit (i.e. 8 bits each for R, G, B, and W). Referring to FIG. 5, this large 3D LUT 54 may
be used if the memory 36 of the image color rendering controller is sufficiently large,
and results in the fastest color processing. However, if the memory 36 is limited in
size, but sufficient computational capacity is available in the CPU 34, multi-dimensional
interpolation may be used to reduce the size of the 3D LUT 54. In this particular
example, for each respective primary input color, bits 3 through 8 may be used to
define and address the 3D LUT 54. Multi-dimensional interpolation may then be used
with bits 1 and 2 to define the output colors that occur between the output colors
associated with the 8 vertices of the cube in the 3D LUT 54 defined by bits 3 through 8.

The color gamut of an image rendering unit, such as a display, television, and/or
projector is defined by the maximum colors that can be produced by that image
rendering unit with combinations of its primary colors. FIG. 3 shows the color gamuts
of various image rendering technologies compared to the CCIR709 color standard 404
and the DCI color standard 402. FIG. 3 shows that displays such as LED projectors
(gamut 406), OLED displays (gamut 408), Digital Cinema projectors (gamut 410) and
televisions with more than 3 primary colors (gamut 412) have larger color gamuts than
the CCIR709 color standard (gamut 404) for digital media distribution, thus illustrating
the need to map the smaller CCIR709 color standard to the larger color gamut of these
display types. All other international color standards for consumer digital color media
are similar to CCIR709 and therefore exhibit the same need to map these standards to
the larger color gamut of the display types in FIG. 3. In the methods of the present
invention, this is done while simultaneously preserving memory colors, and optimizing
the particular device for viewing in a particular environment, and taking into account
adaptation of the human visual system. FIG. 3 also shows that the DCI "Hollywood"
color standard is significantly larger than the color gamut 414 of an infinite set of
lasers, and therefore larger than any possible display or image rendering unit, thus
illustrating the need to map the larger input to the smaller color gamut of any display
type including a professional digital cinema projector.

In a color image rendering unit, such as a display, television, and/or projector, in
order to achieve maximum brightness with a single optical system and single image
modulator, the multiple RGB channels may be combined for some portion of time
during image frames. Adding these multiple RGB channels during an image frame
duty cycle will increase the brightness of the image, but will also reduce the
colorfulness by desaturating the pure RGB colors. FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a
three-dimensional CIECAM02J L*a*b* opponent color space 10 depicting a series of
color gamuts of an image display, projector, or television in which the gamuts have
been sequentially reduced by the addition of white to the R, G, and B primary colors
thereof. The outer (coarsest squares) color gamut 12 is the color gamut of one
exemplary image projector having its primary colors produced by red, green, and blue
LEDs. The wire frame color gamut 11 represents the CCIR709 video color standard.
The successively finer squares solids 14, 16, 18, and 20 represent the color gamuts
resulting from the addition of 6.25%, 12.5%, 25%, and 50% white, respectively. For
the sake of simplicity of illustration, 2D projections of the color gamuts 11 - 20 are
provided on the a*b* plane as respective closed curves 11A - 20A. The color gamut
12/12A of the LED primaries has no added white. It can be seen in general from the
3D perspective renditions and the 2D projections that the addition of white always
reduces the color gamut of the image device.

However, this does not mean that the addition of white to the images of the
device cannot be beneficial. It can also be seen that the addition of white at a 6.25%
level, as indicated by solid 14 and closed curve 14A, results in a color gamut that is
approximately equal to the CCIR709 color video standard, while at the same time
making the image perceived to be brighter. In an image rendering unit, and particularly
in single modulation LED displays such as those employing a digital micromirror device
(DMD), the image is made to appear brighter by the addition of white from combining
RGB colors. In digital cinema, this may be done for some portion of the image frame
time. The capabilities of human visual system adaptation are thereby exploited to
increase the apparent brightness and lightness contrast of the displayed images.
In one aspect of the present invention, visual models of visual perception by the human visual system are used in determining the optimum amount of white to add to the colors of the image. The perceived colorfulness, contrast, and/or brightness of the image are enhanced, thereby improving the perceived quality of the image. The visual models of human visual perception may be used to create look-up tables of at least three dimensions to process the image to be displayed. The methods of the present invention may include performing empirical visual studies to determine the dependence of preference of colorfulness, contrast, or brightness on the ethnicities of the human observers, and defining the perceived quality of the image for each nationality of human observers. The colorfulness, contrast, or brightness of the image may be adjusted based upon the preferences of one of the ethnicities of the human observers.

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a device for producing a color image, which may be observed by a human observer. The imaging device may include an image rendering unit such as e.g., a television, a display, a projector, or another unit. Referring to FIG. 5, the imaging device 30 may include an image color rendering controller 32 or computer 32 or other processor comprising a central processing unit 34 and a memory 36. As an alternative memory, or in addition to the memory 36, the controller 32 may include a computer readable storage medium 38 such as a hard disk. These components are in communication through a system bus 39. The device 39 may be further comprised of an image rendering unit 40, which may be an image display or projector, such as a liquid crystal display 42; a plasma display 44; a digital mirror device (DMD) 46 including a DMD 80, a lamp 82, and color wheel 84; or a digital mirror device 48 including a DMD 80, and red, green, and blue LED's, OLEDs or lasers 86, 87, and 88.

The imaging device 30 may process input image data that is stored on the storage medium 38, or the imaging device 30 may receive input image data from an external device or source 50. The external source 50 may comprise an Internet connection or other network or telecommunications connection, such that the input image data is transmitted through such connection.

The imaging device 30 may be adapted to a system for displaying or projecting an image in a variety of ways, depending upon the particular application. In some embodiments, the imaging device 30 may be provided as an integrated system comprising the controller 32 and the image rendering unit (display or projector) 40, which only needs to be connected to a source 50 of image input data. In another
embodiment, the imaging device 30 may be separate from the image rendering unit 40, and in communication with the image rendering unit 40 through a network or telecommunications connection as described above. The imaging device 30 may be provided comprising the image color rendering controller 32, a first port (not shown) for connection to a source 50 of image input data, and a second port (not shown) for connection to the image rendering unit 40. This configuration is particularly useful for retrofitting to projection or flat screen televisions that receive signals via a cable that is connected to a broadcast source of image input data (e.g., "cable TV programming"). In such circumstances, the cable carrying input image data 50 could be disconnected from the image rendering unit 40, and the imaging device 30 could be placed in line between them to perform the image processing of the present invention.

In other embodiments, the imaging device 30 may be in communication with, or integrated into an auxiliary device 60 or auxiliary imaging device controller 60, which is in communication with the image rendering unit 40. The imaging device controller 60 may be, without limitation, an audio/video processor, a cable TV set-top box, a video game console, a personal computer (PC), a computer graphics card of a PC, or a DVD or Blu-ray player. In another embodiment, the imaging device 30 may be integrated into the electronics and processing components of a broadcast station, a broadcast antenna, receiver or processor, or a digital cinema theatre. In another embodiment, the device 30 may be integrated into the hardware and software of media creation, preparation, and production equipment, such as equipment used in the production of DVDs of movies and television programs, or the production of digital cinema for distribution to theaters. Broadcast stations, digital cinema theaters, and media production equipment may all be comprised of an auxiliary imaging device controller 60.

The memory 36 of the device 30 may contain a set of at least three dimensional lookup tables 54; each table of the set may be optimized for a different viewing environment of the image rendering unit 40. The device 30 may be provided with a sensor 70 for measuring the ambient light in the viewing environment of the image rendering unit 40, or in the case of a projector 46 or 48, in the viewing environment of the projected image. The memory 36 may contain a visual model of the perception of the human visual system that may be used to enhance the perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness of the produced image.
FIG. 6 is a flowchart depicting an algorithm for generating a three-dimensional lookup table to improve the perceived colorfulness, contrast or brightness in non-memory colors, while preserving to a higher degree the color accuracy of memory colors. The algorithm 100 of FIG. 6 may be used to perform step 210 of the method 200 of FIG. 7. Additionally, the algorithm 100 is applicable to other image rendering devices that use DMD, plasma, liquid crystal, liquid crystal-on-silicon modulation, or direct modulation of the light source, and using LED, OLED, laser, or lamp light sources.

Referring to FIG. 6, in operation 110, the RGB input values of the input image data are "reverse gamma" corrected to compensate for the non-linearity of this data, thereby producing linearized scalar RGB values. (The original input data is supplied with the expectation that it will be used in a display or projector that may have a gamma value of about 2.2, for example.) In operation 120, the outer product of the scalar RGB values and the projector matrix is taken to express the input image data as CIE XYZ tristimulus values. In operation 130, the tristimulus values are converted to a visual color space. The transformation to a visual color space enables perceptual modeling to be performed, which characterizes the interdependencies of color, contrast, and brightness, and allows the perception of memory colors to be preserved. The visual color space may be an opponent color space that accurately models constant perceived hue, and has the dimensions of lightness, yellow-blue, and red-green.

In operation 140, the visual color space predicted appearance attributes of lightness, chroma, and hue are computed. In operation 150, the enhanced lightness, chroma, and hue for colors to be rendered are computed. Operation 150 may include steps 152, 154, and 156 for maintaining memory colors in the rendering of the image.

In applications in which there are specific memory colors to be preserved, operation 150 of the method 100 may include steps 152, 154, and 156. More specifically, the method 100 may include the step 152 of identifying the memory colors in the input image data 50 to be substantially maintained. This may be done based on intuition and experience and/or market research data. It is known that observers of an image depicting human subject matter (such as a movie or television program) will find it objectionable if the colors of the skin, and faces in particular, of the humans in the image do not match those colors that they have in their respective memories of how the humans should look. They will perceive the humans as "not looking right," if they
are too pink, orange, dark, light, etc. In like manner, certain other memory colors, such
as "grass green" and "sky blue" must be rendered so as to appear as the observers
remember them from experience. Regardless of how satisfactory the other colors in
the image appear, the observers will find a product that does not render memory colors
accurately to not be perceptually optimal, and will likely not buy the product, whether
the product is an imaging device such as a television, or a movie to be viewed in a
theater.

Once the memory colors are chosen, they are characterized with respect to
their chromaticities in step 154 from both empirical data and the perceptual context in
which they are seen. For instance, it is well understood that humans remember green
grass and blue sky as more saturated than the actual stimuli. And, within reason, no
matter the color of an illuminant, humans will remember a banana to appear to be a
certain yellow (which may also be a memory color). Furthermore, these memory
colors are not distributed across the extent of perceptual color in any systematic way.
Hence, their representations must necessarily be made in a multivariant, three
dimensional, statistical sense and their rendering accomplished in a purely appearance
or vision based color space. Algorithms may be employed using visual mathematics
which ensure that the memory colors are specified in terms of perceived colors.

In step 156, the enhanced lightness, chroma, and hue for non memory colors
and memory colors are also computed. It is noted that in the color space of the input
image data, a given memory color is not a single point within the space. To the
contrary, memory colors are regions within the color space that are to be left at least
perceptually unchanged, or much less changed during the color transformations of the
instant methods to produce enhanced images. By way of example, the memory color
"flesh tone" is a range of colors corresponding to the colors of very dark-skinned
peoples of African ethnicity to very light skinned Caucasians or Asians. Accordingly,
the memory colors are identified and characterized such that the colors within this
region will be left unchanged or minimally changed in the color transformations.

Additionally, these memory colors may be characterized as not having rigid,
discrete boundaries; this may be done so that in the color transformations to be
performed, there is not a discontinuity in the degree of color change at a boundary of a
memory color, as explained previously with reference to FIG. 2. In one embodiment,
the memory color may be modeled using a probability distribution that provides a
smooth transition from regions in the color space that are non-memory colors to the
region defined as the particular memory color. Any smoothing function that changes the local multi-dimensional derivatives smoothly will be satisfactory. The probability distribution may use non-linear enhancement functions. An exemplary overall non-linear function that may be used is

\[
\text{Output} = 0.0001 + \frac{1.5 \times \ln P_{\text{ui}} \xi_{\text{exp}}}{0.5 + \ln \text{Input} \xi_{\text{exp}}}
\]

In operation 160, the enhanced lightness, chroma, and hue of the visual color space are converted to enhanced CIE XYZ tristimulus values. In operation 170, the enhanced CIE XYZ tristimulus values are converted to enhanced RGB scalar values with "white channel." In operation 180, gamma correction of the enhanced RGB scalar values is performed to produce a 3DLUT containing enhanced RGB values with white channel. The 3DLUT may then be used in the method 200 of FIG. 7.

FIG. 6 concludes with a simple statement of the net effect of the operations 110 - 180. The 3DLUT, which is of at least three dimensions, is created as a discrete sampling of the visual model and contrast/color/brightness HVS perceptual improvement mathematics, and may include preservation of memory colors. Referring also to FIG. 5, the at least 3DLUT 54 may be generated by the CPU 34 of the imaging system 30 according to an algorithm 52 stored in memory 36 or on the readable storage medium 38. Alternatively, the at least 3DLUT 54 may be generated by another computing system and uploaded to the system computer 32. The algorithm 52 of FIG. 5 for generating the at least 3DLUT 54 may be algorithm 100 of FIG. 6.

FIG. 7 is a flowchart depicting one method for rendering a color image in accordance with the present disclosure. The method may be performed using the imaging system 30 depicted in FIG. 5. Referring again to FIGS. 5 and 7, in step 210, the 3DLUT 54, which may be produced according to the algorithm 100 of FIG. 6, is loaded into the memory 36 or the readable storage medium 38 of the imaging device 30. In step 220, the input image data from the source 50 is communicated to the CPU 34. The input image data may be of a first input color standard, and may be converted into an input color specification for inputting into the at least three-dimensional look-up table. In step 230, the input image data is processed with an algorithm 56 that may be stored in memory 36, using the at least three-dimensional look-up table 54 to produce rendered image data. In step 240, the rendered image data is output to the image display/projection device 40, and a high brightness, high contrast, and high colorfulness image is displayed or projected in step 250. The image may include
human visual system perceptually accurate memory colors. The method 100 may be repeatedly performed at a high rate on sequences of image input data, such as at the rate of 24 or 48 "frames per second" used in digital cinema, or such as at the rate of 30, 60, 120 or 240 frames per second used in consumer displays.

Referring again to FIG. 5, and in one embodiment, the 3DLUT 54 of input colors and output colors may contain, or the values therein may be determined from, the definition of secondary colors, and enhanced lightness, chroma, and hues to increase perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness to compensate for the loss in perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness due to addition of secondary colors by the image rendering unit 40. In another embodiment, the 3DLUT 54 of input colors and output colors may contain, or be determined from, a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an improved viewing environment including the visual adaptation of the human visual system.

In another embodiment, the method may include providing input image data 50 of a first color gamut, and an image rendering unit 40 having a second, expanded or reduced color gamut. The 3DLUT 54 of values of input colors and output colors is generated, wherein the values in the 3DLUT 54 are calculated based upon a visual model of the human visual system, thereby expanding the input image data 50 to encompass the second color gamut of the image rendering unit 40.

In another aspect of the invention, the image rendering unit 40 may be provided with some color modification capability that is built in or embedded in hardware or software. For example, the device may be provided with an algorithm to add white or secondary colors, resulting in a loss of colorfulness, and a distortion in the appearance of memory colors. In such circumstances, the output values in the 3DLUT 54 are determined such that the input image data 50 is processed to compensate for the color modification performed by the image rendering unit 40. The method may thus include providing the 3DLUT 54 to adjust the color data in a manner that shifts it in a direction within the color space that compensates for the embedded color modification that is performed by the image rendering unit 40. The 3DLUT 54 further comprises processing the input image data to increase perceived color, brightness, and contrast to compensate for the reduction in perceived color, brightness, and contrast caused by the algorithm for color modification in the image rendering unit 40.

In a more specific instance in which the image rendering unit 40 includes an algorithm for creating secondary colors from primary colors, the 3DLUT 54 may further
comprise compensating for the color modification performed by the addition of the secondary colors in the image rendering unit 40. The values in the 3DLUT 54 may also be determined such that the 3DLUT 54 further comprises processing the input image data 50 to include chromatic adaptation of the human visual system to a specified white point that increases the brightness of the image rendering unit 40.

In another aspect of the invention, the image rendering unit 40 may unintentionally contain some color modification capability resulting from variation in one or more parameters of the unit 40. For example, if the image rendering unit 40 is an OLED display, then over the life of the display, color modification may occur due to the differing life spans between blue OLED and red and green OLEDs of the display, as described previously herein. During the operation of the OLED display, the differential color change between the blue OLED and the red and green OLEDs will change the color balance of the display if no countermeasures are instituted.

In such circumstances, the output values in the 3DLUT 54 may be determined such that the input image data 50 is processed to compensate for the predicted decrease in luminance of the blue OLED. The method may thus include providing the 3DLUT 54 to adjust the color data in a manner that shifts it in a direction within the color space that compensates for decreasing blue OLED luminance. The 3DLUT 54 further comprises processing the input image data to increase perceived color, brightness, and contrast to compensate for the reduction in perceived color, brightness, and contrast caused by the continual loss of blue OLED luminance.

The 3DLUT 54 may also adjust the colorfulness, contrast, or brightness of the image to be produced to appear as it would in an image from an analog film system or digital system used in cinemas. It is known that film is generally not designed to reproduce color as the eye sees it at the filming site. (A color gamut 4.16 for film is shown in FIG. 3.) Instead, the colors in film images have increased contrast and increased colorfulness in anticipation of the viewing environment in which the film images will be observed. It is also known that digital systems aim to match the look of film images. Accordingly, the 3DLUT may be designed to provide the same effect in a cinema.

The production of the 3D LUT 54 is not limited only to the algorithm 100 of FIG. 6. Bit depth modification and interpolation as described herein may also be applied to all of the applications herein which include the use of 3DLUTs. The 3DLUT may vary in bit depth, depending upon the capacity of the memory 32 and the processing power
of the CPU 34. In one embodiment, the 3DLUT may be a twelve bit table with 4096 x 4096 x 4096 discrete addresses containing three or more color values of predetermined bit precision. In another embodiment, some bits of the table may be used for interpolation between adjacent values. For example, the final two bits of respective adjacent table values may be used in interpolating colors between them. Other methods of multi-dimensional interpolation are known, and are included in embodiments of implementing the 3DLUT. Additionally, the input data may contain more than three primary colors such as RGB. For example, the input data may contain RGBCMY (wherein C = cyan, M = magenta, and Y = yellow), or some lesser combination such as RGBCM. In such an instance, the 3DLUT could have outputs of RGBCMYW.

Depending upon the particular application, the algorithm 100, or other algorithms that may further include bit depth modification and interpolation, may be used to produce more than one 3DLUT. One factor that may be used to determine the values in the 3DLUT is the set of characteristics of the display or projection device. Referring again to FIG. 5, different 3DLUTs 54 may be produced for different image output devices, for example, an LCD display 42, a lamp-and-color-wheel DMD projector 44, and an LED DMD projector 46. The characteristics of the display or projection device 40 include the "color engine" of the device, and whether it includes only RGB as the primary colors, or has more than three colors. The 3DLUTs 54 may be losslessly compressed to reduce storage use in the memory 36 of the image color rendering controller 30.

Other factors pertain to the "surround," i.e., the viewing environment of the display or projection device 40, such as the ambient lighting of the room in which the display or projection occurs, and the lighting and/or surface immediately surrounding the display/projection screen. In general, the 3DLUT values provide a displayed/projected image having more contrast, brightness, and colorfulness for any "surround", i.e. viewing environment; for example, a particular room lighting and any conversion from that room lighting to an improved room lighting. If the room lighting is darker or brighter than a desired level, the generation of the 3DLUT 54 may include a visual adaptation transformation to produce a perception of improved viewing environment. The visual adaptation transformation is based upon visual models that may include models of the adaptation of the human vision to viewing environments.
For example, in a dark room there is essentially no ambient lighting (other than minimal safety and exit lighting), but using a visual adaptation transformation to increase contrast and colorfulness in a manner analogous to that used in motion picture print film to provide the perception of an improved viewing environment to an observer. As the room lighting increases and the image brightness increases to about the same level, the adaptation transformation is still needed because it the room lighting is still not as bright as daytime outdoor lighting, while the ambient lighting must be compensated for. In summary, the visual adaptation transformation implemented in the 3DLUT 54 uses visual adaptation models to produce the effect of improved viewing environment.

Other factors in generating the 3DLUT 54 may include a knowledge of the different sensitivities to colorfulness in different worldwide regions, or the intended use of the displayed/projected images; for example, whether the images are viewed in a video game that is being played, or viewed as a movie or television program.

These multiple 3DLUTs 54, or a subset of them may be stored in the memory 36 of the computer 32 of the device 30. Additionally, data on the viewing environment factors 58 may be stored in memory. The image device 30 may include a keyboard (not shown) or other input device to access a user interface (not shown) that may be displayed on the display or projector 40 (or other user interface screen). The user interface may offer the capability of inputting data on the viewing environment factors 58, and/or other factors such that the optimum 3DLUT is selected from the stored 3DLUTs 54 for the particular display or projector 40 and viewing environment. In that manner, the most perceptually optimal images are provided to the user by the system 30. The 3DLUTs 54 are effective for the enhancement of a variety of images, including but not limited to games, movies, or personal photos. Additionally, some improvement of grey scale images is attained by the resulting contrast and brightness enhancement thereof.

The 3DLUT 54 may be produced according to variants of the method 200 such that it has additional or alternative characteristics. The values in the 3DLUT 54 may be provided to convert a first color gamut of an input image data set 50 to encompass a second expanded or reduced color gamut of an image rendering unit 40 that is connectable to the device 30. The 3DLUT 54 may contain a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an improved viewing environment in which the color image is to be observed, including the visual and chromatic adaptation of the human
visual system. The 3DLUT 5 4 may contain the definition of secondary colors, and
eenhanced lightness, chroma, and hues to increase perceived colorfulness, contrast, or
brightness to compensate for the loss in perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness
due to addition of secondary colors by an image rendering unit 40 that is connectable
to the device 30.

In another aspect of the invention, the methods of producing a color image may
include input color standard transformation and color output calibration of the image
rendering device that is in use. This is best understood with reference to FIG. 8, which
is a schematic diagram of an alternative method 300 for producing a color image,
which includes such color output calibration. The diagram includes color output
calibration operations 350, 360, and 370; however, for the sake of clarity, the entire
method depicted in FIG. 8 will be described, with reference also to FIGS. 6 and 7.

In operation 310 ("Gamma1"), the input values of R, G, and B are reverse
gamma corrected to compensate for the non-linearity of this input data standard,
thereby producing linearized scalar values R,, B,, and G,. This correction may be done
using the respective one dimensional lookup tables 311, 312, and 313. The input
values of R, G, and B may be between 8 and 12 bits (314 in FIG. 8) inclusive. The
output values of R,, G,, and B, may have 16 bit resolution (315 in FIG. 8), depending
upon the architecture of the image color rendering controller 32, and also upon the
need for the greater bit depth of the imaging standards being used. The input R, G,
and B values may be provided from various devices, such as a video camera having
an output in accordance with standard BT.709. In such circumstances, the value of
gamma used in the correction may be 2.2. The input R, G, and B values may be
provided in accordance with other imaging standards, and other values of gamma and
other 1D lookup tables 311, 312, and 313 may consequently be used in the reverse
gamma correction as needed.

In operation 320 ("Color Transform"), every color value in the image data stream
319 represented by a unique R,, G,, and B, combination is then operated on by a 3 x 3
matrix determined by the particular imaging standard being used to perform a color
transformation to R N, G N, and B N values that are linearized scalar values referenced to
the standard BT.709. The R N, G N, and B N values may be provided with a bit resolution
of up to 16 bits as indicated in FIG. 8.

In operation 330, ("Gamma2"), the values of R N, G N, and B N, are gamma encoded
to re-introduce a non-linearity into the processed data, thereby producing gamma
encoded values $R_{ii}$, $B_{ii}$, and $G_{ii}$, for input to the 3D color tables. This encoding may be done using the respective one dimensional lookup tables 331, 332, and 333, using a gamma encoding factor of 1/2.2, in one embodiment. Other factors may be suitable, depending upon the particular imaging standards being used. The resulting values of $R_{ii}$, $B_{ii}$, and $G_{ii}$ may be reduced to 10 bit resolution as shown in FIG. 8, to enable sufficiently fast subsequent processing using the 3D color tables 54. The gamma encoding enables a reduction in the number of bits from 16 for linear data to much less for gamma encoded data, such as 10 bits, without artifacts. This makes the at least 3D table much smaller. It is effective to use fewer gamma encoded bits because the eye sees image data in a manner analogous to a gamma encoder.

In operation 340, the three dimensional color tables 54 are used to process the $R_{ii}B_{ii}G_{ii}$ data to produce output image $R_{i}vB_{iv}G_{iv}W_{iv}$ data for display or projection. In this embodiment, the table 54 is 3D in (RGB) and 4D out (RGBW). Other table structures of at least three dimensions may be used, depending upon the particular application. Additionally, for the sake of simplicity of illustration, there is only one table 54 shown in FIG. 8; however, it is to be understood that there is a first 3D LUT for determining $R_{i}v$, a second 3D LUT for determining $G_{i}v$, a third 3D LUT for determining $B_{i}v$, and a fourth 3D LUT for determining $W_{i}v$, where a white channel is implemented. In this embodiment, the white could be for an OLED display, or the signal that drives the combination of RGB to make the image rendering device brighter. Alternatively, the white could be replaced with cyan, or some other color in a four-color image rendering device, such as a four-color TV. The $R_{i}vB_{iv}G_{iv}W_{iv}$ data may be provided at a 12 bit resolution as indicated in FIG. 8.

At this point, the $R_{i}vB_{iv}G_{iv}W_{iv}$ data, including the addition of white for increased brightness or color management of OLED devices may represent a generic display with typical color primaries and linearity. Additionally, however, further operations may be performed to further optimize the $R_{i}vB_{iv}G_{iv}W_{iv}$ data by calibration for the particular image rendering unit (display or projector) 40 that is in use. The measurement or specification of this particular image rendering unit 40 can be done in manufacturing on done on-site by a technician with conventional linearity and primary color measuring tools..

Referring again to FIG. 8, in operation 350 ("Gamma3"), the $R_{i}vB_{iv}G_{iv}W_{iv}$ data is first reverse gamma-corrected to produce $R_{i}vB_{i}G_{i}W_{i}$ data. This correction may be done using the respective one dimensional lookup tables 351, 352, 353, and 354. The
output values of $R_v$, $G_v$, $B_v$, and $W_v$ may have 16 bits. The value of gamma used in the correction may be 2.2, or another value in accordance with the gamma encoder 310.

In operation 360 ("Color Calibration"), every color value in the image data stream 359 represented by a unique $R_v$, $G_v$, $B_v$, and, and in many cases, $W_v$ combination is then operated on by a $4 \times 4$ matrix. This $4 \times 4$ matrix is produced for and is unique to the particular image rendering unit 40 of FIG. 5 that is in service. The matrix is calculated from measured or specified values that define the color primaries of the particular image rendering unit 40. The purpose of the operation is to convert from the assumed or generic color primaries in the at least 3D color table to the actual ones in the image rendering unit 40. The visual effect is to adjust for white and the rest of the colors so they are not "tinted" (e.g., a little yellow or blue), because the image rendering unit may have slightly different color primaries than were assumed in creating the at least 3D table. For standard televisions or projectors, those assumptions are in accordance with the aforementioned BT.709 standard, because most TVs, displays, and projectors adhere to this standard. A given image rendering device may be tinted, e.g., more yellow, however so the calibration matrix compensates for that variation. The $R_{vi}$, $G_{vi}$, $B_{vi}$, and $W_{vi}$ values may be provided with a bit resolution of up to 16 bits.

In operation 370, ("Calibration"), the $R_{vi}$, $G_{vi}$, $B_{vi}$, and $W_{vi}$ values are gamma encoded to introduce the correct non-linearity into the processed data for the image rendering unit 40, thereby producing the $R_{vii}, G_{vii}, B_{vii}, W_{vii}$ values that, when used by the particular image rendering unit 40 to project or display the image, produce chosen non-linearity defined by the 3D table. This encoding may be done using the respective one dimensional lookup tables 371, 372, 373, and 374. In one embodiment, a gamma encoding factor of $1/2.2$ may be used. Other factors may be suitable, depending upon the particular imaging rendering unit 40. The resulting values of $R_{vii}, G_{vii}, B_{vii}, W_{vii}$ may be output having between 8 and 12 bit resolution as indicated in FIG. 8.

It is, therefore, apparent that there has been provided, in accordance with the present invention, methods and devices for producing a color image. Having thus described the basic concept of the invention, it will be rather apparent to those skilled in the art that the foregoing detailed disclosure is intended to be presented by way of example only, and is not limiting. Various alterations, improvements, and modifications will occur and are intended to those skilled in the art, though not expressly stated herein. These alterations, improvements, and modifications are intended to be
suggested hereby, and are within the spirit and scope of the invention. Additionally, the recited order of processing elements or sequences, or the use of numbers, letters, or other designations therefore, is not intended to limit the claimed processes to any order except as may be specified in the claims. Accordingly, the invention is limited only by the following claims and equivalents thereto.
We claim:

1. A method of producing a color image, the method comprising:
   a. providing input image data;
   b. generating an at least three-dimensional look-up table of values of input colors
      and output colors, wherein the values in the lookup table convert the input
      image color data to output image color data in an image rendering unit;
   c. loading the at least three-dimensional look-up table into an image color
      rendering controller;
   d. loading the input image data into the imaging color rendering controller;
   e. processing the input image data through the at least three-dimensional look-
      up table to produce output color values stored at the addresses in the at least
      three-dimensional look-up table; and
   f. outputting the output color values to the image rendering unit to produce an
      output image that is perceived to have at least one of enhanced brightness,
      enhanced contrast, and enhanced colorfulness compared to the input image.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the values in the look-up table are calculated based
   upon a visual model of the human visual system.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one of enhanced brightness, enhanced
   contrast, and enhanced colorfulness introduced by the at least three dimensional look-
   up-table produce a chosen artistic perception in the output image.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the image rendering unit is of an expanded color
   gamut greater than the color gamut of the input image data, and wherein the output
   colors to the image rendering unit utilize the expanded color gamut.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the image rendering unit is of a smaller color gamut
   than the color gamut of the input image data, and wherein the output colors to the
   image rendering unit utilize the smaller color gamut.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the input image data contains memory colors and
   non-memory colors, and the method comprises identifying the memory colors in the
   input image data to be substantially maintained, characterizing the memory colors and
   non-memory colors with respect to their chromaticities, and producing an image with
   substantially maintained memory colors using the image rendering unit.
7. The method of claim 6, wherein perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the non-memory colors are changed differently than perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the memory colors.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein perceived colorfulness, brightness and contrast of the non-memory colors are increased more than perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the memory colors.

9. The method of claim 6, wherein generating the at least three-dimensional look-up table includes computing enhanced lightness, chroma, and hue for the memory colors using a non-linear enhancement function.

10. The method of claim 6, further comprising generating more than one at least three-dimensional look-up table for the color transformation of the non-memory colors and the memory colors.

11. The method of claim 6, further comprising generating more than one at least three-dimensional look-up table for the color transformation of the non-memory colors and the memory colors, wherein each of the at least three dimensional look-up tables is optimized for a different viewing environment of the image rendering unit.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising selecting one of the at least three-dimensional look-up tables for loading into the image color rendering controller based upon the viewing environment of the image rendering unit.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising providing a sensor for measuring the ambient light in the viewing environment.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the input image data is of a first color standard, and the method further comprises converting the input image data of the first input color standard into an input color specification for inputting into the three-dimensional look-up table.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table has at least three input colors.

16. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table has at least three output colors.
17. The method of claim 16, wherein the at least three output colors are any combination of primary colors as independent light sources or secondary colors defined as combinations of primary colors.

18. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least three dimensional look-up table is losslessly compressed to reduce storage use in a memory of the image color rendering controller.

19. The method of claim 1, further comprising calibrating the image rendering unit by measuring the color response of the image rendering unit, and then modifying the output image data by one of additional processing after the at least three-dimensional look-up-table or including the required calibration in the at least three-dimensional look-up-table.

20. The method of claim 1, wherein the image color rendering controller is contained within the image rendering unit.

21. The method of claim 1, wherein the imaging color rendering controller is external to the image rendering unit.

22. The method of claim 1, wherein an auxiliary imaging device controller is in communication with the image color rendering controller and the image rendering unit.

23. The method of claim 1, wherein the image color rendering controller is in communication with the image rendering unit selected from a projector, a television, a computer display, and a game display, the image rendering unit using DMD, plasma, liquid crystal, liquid crystal-on-silicon modulation, or direct modulation of the light source, and using LED, OLED, laser, or lamp light sources.

24. The method of claim 1, wherein the image color rendering controller is in communication with at least one of a cable TV set-top box, a video game console, a personal computer, a computer graphics card, a DVD player, a Blu-ray player, a broadcast station, an antenna, a satellite, a broadcast receiver and processor, and a digital cinema.

25. The method of claim 1, wherein the image rendering unit includes an algorithm for color modification, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table further
comprises processing the input image data to compensate for the color modification performed by the image rendering unit.

26. The method of claim 25, wherein the image rendering unit includes an algorithm for creating secondary colors from primary colors, and the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises compensating for the color modification performed by the addition of the secondary colors in the image rendering unit.

27. The method of claim 25, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to increase perceived color, brightness, and contrast to compensate for the reduction in perceived color, brightness, and contrast caused by the algorithm for color modification in the image rendering unit.

28. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table contains a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an improved viewing environment including the visual adaptation of the human visual system.

29. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table includes the definition of secondary colors, and contains enhanced lightness, chroma, and hues to increase perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness to compensate for the loss in perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness due to addition of the secondary colors by the image rendering unit.

30. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to include chromatic adaptation of the human visual system to a specified white point that increases the brightness of the image rendering unit.

31. The method of claim 1, wherein the color image is a 3D color image.

32. A method of producing a color image, the method comprising:
   a. providing input image data of a first color gamut and an image rendering unit of a second, different color gamut;
   b. generating an at least three-dimensional look-up table of values of input colors and output colors, wherein the values in the lookup table change the input image data to encompass the second color gamut of the image rendering unit;
c. loading the at least three-dimensional look-up table into an image color rendering controller;

d. loading the input image data into the imaging color rendering controller;

e. processing the input image data through the at least three-dimensional look-up table using the input image data as addresses into the at least three-dimensional look-up table to produce output image data from the output color values stored at the addresses in the at least three-dimensional look-up table; and

f. outputting the output image data to the image rendering unit to produce an output image that is perceived to have at least one of enhanced brightness, enhanced contrast, and enhanced colorfulness compared to the input image.

33. The method of claim 32, wherein the values in the lookup table are calculated based upon a visual model of the human visual system.

34. The method of claim 32, wherein the at least one of enhanced brightness, enhanced contrast, and enhanced colorfulness introduced by the at least three-dimensional look-up-table produce a chosen artistic perception in the output image.

35. The method of claim 32, wherein the image rendering unit is of an expanded color gamut greater than the color gamut of the input image data, and wherein the output colors to the image rendering unit utilize the expanded color gamut.

36. The method of claim 32, wherein the image rendering unit is of a smaller color gamut than the color gamut of the input image data, and wherein the output colors to the image rendering unit utilize the smaller color gamut.

37. The method of claim 32, wherein the color image contains memory colors and non-memory colors, and the method comprises identifying the memory colors in the input image data to be substantially maintained, characterizing the memory colors and non-memory colors with respect to their chromaticities, and producing an image with substantially maintained memory colors using the image rendering unit.

38. The method of claim 37, wherein perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the non-memory colors are changed differently than perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the memory colors.
39. The method of claim 37, wherein perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the non-memory colors are increased more than perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the memory colors.

40. The method of claim 37, wherein generating the at least three-dimensional look-up table includes computing enhanced lightness, chroma, and hue for the memory colors using a non-linear enhancement function.

41. The method of claim 37, further comprising generating more than one at least three-dimensional look-up table for the color transformation of the non-memory colors and the memory colors.

42. The method of claim 37, further comprising generating more than one at least three-dimensional look-up table for the color transformation of the non-memory colors and the memory colors, wherein each of the at least three dimensional look-up tables is optimized for a different viewing environment of the image rendering unit.

43. The method of claim 42, further comprising selecting one of the at least three-dimensional look-up tables for loading into the image color rendering controller based upon the viewing environment of the image rendering unit.

44. The method of claim 43, further comprising providing a sensor for measuring the ambient light in the viewing environment.

45. The method of claim 32, further comprising converting the input image data of a first input color standard into an input color specification for inputting into the three-dimensional look-up table.

46. The method of claim 32, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table has at least three input colors.

47. The method of claim 32, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table has at least three output colors.

48. The method of claim 47, wherein the at least three output colors are any combination of primary colors as independent light sources or secondary colors defined as combinations of primary colors.
49. The method of claim 32, wherein the at least three dimensional look-up table is losslessly compressed to reduce storage use in a memory of the image color rendering controller.

50. The method of claim 32, further comprising calibrating the image rendering unit by measuring the color response of the image rendering unit, and then modifying the output image data by one of additional processing after the at least three-dimensional look-up-table or including the required calibration in the at least three-dimensional look-up-table.

51. The method of claim 32, wherein the image color rendering controller is contained within the image rendering unit.

52. The method of claim 32, wherein the imaging color rendering controller is external to the image rendering unit.

53. The method of claim 32, wherein an auxiliary imaging device controller is in communication with the image color rendering controller and the image rendering unit.

54. The method of claim 32, wherein the image color rendering controller is in communication with the image rendering unit selected from a projector, a television, a computer display, and a game display, the image rendering unit using DMD, plasma, liquid crystal, liquid crystal-on-silicon modulation, or direct modulation of the light source, and using LED, OLED, laser, or lamp light sources.

55. The method of claim 32, wherein the image color rendering controller is in communication with at least one of a cable TV set-top box, a video game console, a personal computer, a computer graphics card, a DVD player, a Blu-ray player, a broadcast station, an antenna, a satellite, a broadcast receiver and processor, and a digital cinema.

56. The method of claim 32, wherein the image rendering unit includes an algorithm for color modification, and wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to compensate for the color modification performed by the image rendering unit.
57. The method of claim 56, wherein the image rendering unit includes an algorithm for creating secondary colors from primary colors, and the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises compensating for the color modification performed by the addition of the secondary colors in the image rendering unit.

58. The method of claim 56, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to increase perceived color, brightness, and contrast to compensate for the reduction in perceived color, brightness, and contrast caused by the algorithm for color modification in the image rendering unit.

59. The method of claim 32, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table contains a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an improved viewing environment including the visual adaptation of the human visual system.

60. The method of claim 32, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table includes the definition of secondary colors, and contains enhanced lightness, chroma, and hues to increase perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness to compensate for the loss in perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness due to addition of the secondary colors by the image rendering unit.

61. The method of claim 32, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to include chromatic adaptation of the human visual system to a specified white point that increases the brightness of the image rendering unit.

62. The method of claim 32, wherein the color image is a 3D color image.

63. A method of producing a color image by an image rendering unit in a sub-optimal viewing environment, the method comprising:

   a. generating an at least three-dimensional look-up table of values of input colors and output colors, the table containing a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an improved viewing environment;

   b. loading the at least three-dimensional look-up table into an image color rendering controller;

   c. loading input image data into the image color rendering controller;
d. processing the input image data through the at least three-dimensional look-up table using the input image data as addresses into the at least three-dimensional look-up table to produce output image data from the output color values stored at the addresses in the at least three-dimensional look-up table; and

e. outputting the output image data to the image rendering unit.

64. The method of claim 63, wherein the values in the look-up table are calculated based upon a visual model of the human visual system.

65. The method of claim 63, wherein the output image data outputted to the image rendering unit produces a chosen artistic perception in the output image.

66. The method of claim 63, wherein the image rendering unit is of an expanded color gamut greater than the color gamut of the input image data, and wherein the output colors to the image rendering unit utilize the expanded color gamut.

67. The method of claim 63, wherein the image rendering unit is of a smaller color gamut than the color gamut of the input image data, and wherein the output colors to the image rendering unit utilize the smaller color gamut.

68. The method of claim 63 wherein the color image contains memory colors and non-memory colors, and the method comprises identifying the memory colors in the input image data to be substantially maintained, characterizing the memory colors and non-memory colors with respect to their chromaticities, and producing an image with substantially maintained memory colors using the image rendering unit.

69. The method of claim 68, wherein perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the non-memory colors are changed differently than perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the memory colors.

70. The method of claim 68, wherein perceived colorfulness, brightness and contrast of the non-memory colors are increased more than perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the memory colors.
71. The method of claim 68, wherein generating the at least three-dimensional look-up table includes computing enhanced lightness, chroma, and hue for the memory colors using a non-linear enhancement function.

72. The method of claim 68, further comprising generating more than one at least three-dimensional look-up table for the color transformation of the non-memory colors and the memory colors.

73. The method of claim 68, further comprising generating more than one at least three-dimensional look-up table for the color transformation of the non-memory colors and the memory colors, wherein each of the at least three dimensional look-up tables is optimized for a different viewing environment of the image rendering unit.

74. The method of claim 73, further comprising selecting one of the at least three-dimensional look-up tables for loading into the imaging device controller based upon the viewing environment of the image rendering unit.

75. The method of claim 74, further comprising providing a sensor for measuring the ambient light in the viewing environment.

76. The method of claim 63, further comprising converting the input image data of an first input color standard into an input color specification for inputting into the three-dimensional look-up table.

77. The method of claim 63, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table has three or more input colors.

78. The method of claim 63, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table has three or more output colors.

79. The method of claim 78, wherein the three or more output colors are any combination of primary colors as independent light sources or secondary colors defined as combinations of primary colors.

80. The method of claim 79, wherein the at least three dimensional look-up table is losslessly compressed to reduce storage use in a memory of the image color rendering controller.
81. The method of claim 63, further comprising calibrating the image rendering unit by measuring the color response of the image rendering unit, and then modifying the output image data by one of additional processing after the at least three-dimensional look-up-table or including the required calibration in the at least three-dimensional look-up-table.

82. The method of claim 63, wherein the image color rendering controller is contained within the image rendering unit.

83. The method of claim 63, wherein the image color rendering controller is external to the image rendering unit.

84. The method of claim 63, wherein an auxiliary imaging device controller is in communication with the image color rendering controller and the image rendering unit.

85. The method of claim 63, wherein the image color rendering controller is in communication with the image rendering unit selected from a projector, a television, a computer display, and a game display, the image rendering unit using DMD, plasma, liquid crystal, liquid crystal-on-silicon modulation, or direct modulation of the light source, and using LED, OLED, laser, or lamp light sources.

86. The method of claim 63, wherein the image color rendering controller is in communication with at least one of a cable TV set-top box, a video game console, a personal computer, a computer graphics card, a DVD player, a Blu-ray player, a broadcast station, an antenna, a satellite, a broadcast receiver and processor, and a digital cinema.

87. The method of claim 63, wherein the image rendering unit includes an algorithm for color modification, and wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to compensate for the color modification performed by the image rendering unit.

88. The method of claim 87, wherein the image rendering unit includes an algorithm for creating secondary colors from primary colors, and the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises compensating for the color modification performed by the addition of the secondary colors in the image rendering unit.
89. The method of claim 87, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to increase perceived color, brightness, and contrast to compensate for the reduction in perceived color, brightness, and contrast caused by the algorithm for color modification in the image rendering unit.

90. The method of claim 63 wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to include chromatic adaptation of the human visual system to a specified white point that increases the brightness of the image rendering unit.

91. The method of claim 63, wherein the input image data is of a first color gamut and the image rendering unit is of a second, expanded color gamut; and wherein the values in the lookup table expand the input image data to encompass the second color gamut of the image rendering unit.

92. The method of claim 63, wherein the input image data is of a first color gamut and the image rendering unit is of a second, reduced color gamut; and wherein the values in the lookup table reduce the input image data to encompass the second color gamut of the image rendering unit.

93. The method of claim 63, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table includes the definition of secondary colors, and contains enhanced lightness, chroma, and hues to increase perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness to compensate for the loss in perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness due to addition of the secondary colors by the image rendering unit.

94. The method of claim 63, wherein the color image is a 3D color image.

95. A method of producing a color image, the method comprising:

a. generating an at least three-dimensional look-up table of values of input colors and output colors, the three-dimensional look-up table containing the definition of secondary colors or more than three primary colors;
b. loading the at least three-dimensional look-up table into an image color rendering controller;
c. loading input image data into the image color rendering controller;
d. processing the input image data through the at least three-dimensional look-up table using the input image data as addresses into the at least three-dimensional look-up table to produce output image data from the output color values stored at the addresses in the at least three-dimensional look-up table; and

e. outputting the output image data to an image rendering unit to produce an output image that is perceived to have at least one of enhanced brightness, enhanced contrast, and enhanced colorfulness compared to the input image.

96. The method of claim 95, wherein the values in the look-up table are calculated based upon a visual model of the human visual system.

97. The method of claim 95, wherein the at least one of enhanced brightness, enhanced contrast, and enhanced colorfulness introduced by the at least three-dimensional look-up-table produce a chosen artistic perception in the output image.

98. The method of claim 95, wherein the image rendering unit is of an expanded color gamut greater than the color gamut of the input image data, and wherein the output colors to the image rendering unit utilize the expanded color gamut.

99. The method of claim 95, wherein the image rendering unit is of a smaller color gamut than the color gamut of the input image data, and wherein the output colors to the image rendering unit utilize the smaller color gamut.

100. The method of claim 95 wherein the color image contains memory colors and non-memory colors, and the method comprises identifying the memory colors in the input image data to be substantially maintained, characterizing the memory colors and non-memory colors with respect to their chromaticities, and producing an image with substantially maintained memory colors using the image rendering unit.

101. The method of claim 100, wherein perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the non-memory colors are changed differently than perceived colorfulness, brightness and contrast of the memory colors.

102. The method of claim 100, wherein perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the non-memory colors are increased more than perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the memory colors.
103. The method of claim 100, wherein generating the at least three-dimensional look-up table includes computing the enhanced lightness, chroma, and hue for the memory colors using a non-linear enhancement function.

104. The method of claim 100, further comprising generating more than one at least three-dimensional look-up table for the color transformation of the non-memory colors and the memory colors.

105. The method of claim 100, further comprising generating more than one at least three-dimensional look-up table for the color transformation of the non-memory colors and the memory colors, wherein each of the at least three dimensional look-up tables is optimized for a different viewing environment of the image rendering unit.

106. The method of claim 105, further comprising selecting one of the at least three-dimensional look-up tables for loading into the image color rendering controller based upon the viewing environment of the image rendering unit.

107. The method of claim 105, further comprising providing a sensor for measuring the ambient light in the viewing environment.

108. The method of claim 95, further comprising converting the input image data of a first input color standard into an input color specification for inputting into the three-dimensional look-up table.

109. The method of claim 95, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table has three or more input colors.

110. The method of claim 95, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table has three or more output colors.

111. The method of claim 110, wherein the three or more output colors are any combination of primary colors as independent light sources or secondary colors defined as combinations of primary colors.

112. The method of claim 95, wherein the at least three dimensional look-up table is losslessly compressed to reduce storage use in a memory of the image color rendering controller.
113. The method of claim 95, further comprising calibrating the image rendering unit by measuring the color response of the image rendering unit, and then modifying the output image data by one of additional processing after the at least three-dimensional look-up-table or including the required calibration in the at least three-dimensional look-up-table.

114. The method of claim 95, wherein the image color rendering controller is contained within the image rendering unit.

115. The method of claim 95, wherein the image color rendering controller is external to the image rendering unit.

116. The method of claim 95, wherein an auxiliary imaging device controller is in communication with the image color rendering controller the image rendering unit.

117. The method of claim 95, wherein the image color rendering controller is in communication with the image rendering unit selected from a projector, a television, a computer display, and a game display, the image rendering unit using DMD, plasma, liquid crystal, liquid crystal-on-silicon modulation, or direct modulation of the light source, and using LED, OLED, laser, or lamp light sources.

118. The method of claim 95, wherein the image color rendering controller is in communication with at least one of a cable TV set-top box, a video game console, a personal computer, a computer graphics card, a DVD player, a Blu-ray player, a broadcast station, an antenna, a satellite, a broadcast receiver and processor, and a digital cinema.

119. The method of claim 95, wherein the image rendering unit includes an algorithm for color modification, and wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to compensate for the color modification performed by the image rendering unit.

120. The method of claim 119, wherein the image rendering unit includes an algorithm for creating secondary colors from primary colors, and the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises compensating for the color modification performed by the addition of the secondary colors in the image rendering unit.
121. The method of claim 119, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to increase perceived color, brightness, and contrast to compensate for the reduction in perceived color, brightness, and contrast caused by the algorithm for color modification in the image rendering unit.

122. The method of claim 95, wherein the input image data is of a first color gamut and the image rendering unit is of a second, expanded color gamut; and wherein the values in the lookup table expand the input image data to encompass the second color gamut of the image rendering unit.

123. The method of claim 95, wherein the input image data is of a first color gamut and the image rendering unit is of a second, reduced color gamut; and wherein the values in the lookup table reduce the input image data to encompass the second color gamut of the image rendering unit.

124. The method of claim 95, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table contains a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an improved viewing environment including the visual adaptation of the human visual system.

125. The method of claim 95, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to include chromatic adaptation of the human visual system to a specified white point that increases the brightness of the image rendering unit.

126. The method of claim 95, wherein the three-dimensional look-up table has the secondary colors or more than three primary colors explicitly defined and wherein measured responses of the image rendering unit are used to define the three-dimensional look-up table.

127. The method of claim 95, wherein the three-dimensional look-up table has the secondary colors or more than three primary colors explicitly defined and wherein mathematics provided by a manufacturer of the image rendering unit are used to define the three-dimensional look-up table.

128. The method of claim 95, wherein the three-dimensional look-up table has the secondary colors or more than three primary colors explicitly defined and wherein there
is provided an open definition of how the secondary colors or more than three primary colors are used.

129. The method of claim 95, wherein the three-dimensional look-up table has the secondary colors or more than three primary colors implied in the design of a three in by three out look-up table for two conditions, and wherein measured responses of the image rendering unit are used to define the three-dimensional look-up table.

130. The method of claim 95, wherein the three-dimensional look-up table has the secondary colors or more than three primary colors implied in the design of a three in by three out look-up table for two conditions, and wherein mathematics provided by a manufacturer of the image rendering unit are used to define the three-dimensional look-up table.

131. The method of claim 95, wherein the three-dimensional look-up table has the secondary colors or more than three primary colors implied in the design of a three in by three out look-up table for two conditions, and wherein there is provided an open definition of how the secondary colors or more than three primary colors are used.

132. The method of claim 95, wherein the color image is a 3D color image.

133. A method of producing a color image perceived by human observers observing the image on an image rendering unit, the method comprising using visual models to enhance the perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness of the image, thereby improving the perceived quality of the image.

134. The method of claim 133, further comprising preserving memory colors of the image.

135. The method of claim 133, further comprising performing empirical visual studies to determine the preference of colorfulness, contrast, or brightness on the ethnicities of the human observers, and defining the perceived quality of the image for each nationality of human observers.

136. The method of claim 135, further comprising adjusting the colorfulness, contrast, or brightness of the image based upon one of the ethnicities of the human observers.
137. The method of claim 133, further comprising generating an at least three-dimensional look-up table of values of input colors and output colors, the three-dimensional look-up table adjusting the colorfulness, contrast, or brightness of the image to match the enhanced appearance of analog film systems or digital systems designed for cinemas.

138. The method of claim 133, further comprising adjusting the colorfulness, contrast, or brightness of the image to produce a chosen artistic perception in the image.

139. The method of claim 133, wherein the visual models are based upon the human visual system.

140. The method of claim 133, wherein the image rendering unit is of an expanded color gamut greater than the color gamut of input image data used to produce the image, and wherein the output colors to the image rendering unit utilize the expanded color gamut.

141. The method of claim 133, wherein the image rendering unit is of a reduced color gamut smaller than the color gamut of input image data used to produce the image and wherein the output colors to the image rendering unit utilize the reduced color gamut.

142. The method of claim 133, wherein input image data used to produce the image contains memory colors and non-memory colors, and the method comprises identifying the memory colors in the input image data to be substantially maintained, characterizing the memory colors and non-memory colors with respect to their chromaticities, and producing an image with substantially maintained memory colors using the image rendering unit.

143. The method of claim 142, wherein perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the non-memory colors are changed differently than perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the memory colors.

144. The method of claim 142, wherein perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the non-memory colors are increased more than perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the memory colors.
145. The method of claim 142, wherein the method includes generating an at least three-dimensional look-up table including computing enhanced lightness, chroma, and hue for the memory colors using a non-linear enhancement function.

146. The method of claim 142, further comprising generating more than one at least three-dimensional look-up table for the color transformation of the non-memory colors and the memory colors.

147. The method of claim 142, further comprising generating more than one at least three-dimensional look-up table for the color transformation of the non-memory colors and the memory colors, wherein each of the at least three dimensional look-up tables is optimized for a different viewing environment of the image rendering unit.

148. The method of claim 147, further comprising selecting one of the at least three-dimensional look-up tables for loading into an image color rendering controller based upon the viewing environment of the image rendering unit.

149. The method of claim 148, further comprising providing a sensor for measuring the ambient light in the viewing environment.

150. The method of claim 133, wherein input image data used to produce the image is of a first color standard, and the method further comprises converting the input image data of the first input color standard into an input color specification for inputting into a three-dimensional look-up table.

151. The method of claim 133, further comprising generating an at least three-dimensional look-up table of values of at least three input colors and values of output colors, wherein the values in the lookup table convert the input image color data to output image color data in an image rendering unit.

152. The method of claim 133, further comprising generating an at least three-dimensional look-up table of values of input colors and values of at least three output colors, wherein the values in the lookup table convert the input image color data to output image color data in an image rendering unit.
153. The method of claim 152, wherein the at least three output colors are any combination of primary colors as independent light sources or secondary colors defined as combinations of primary colors.

154. The method of claim 133, further comprising generating an at least three-dimensional look-up table of values of input colors and output colors, wherein the values in the lookup table convert the input image color data to output image color data in an image rendering unit, and wherein the at least three dimensional look-up table is losslessly compressed to reduce storage use in a memory of the image color rendering controller.

155. The method of claim 133, further comprising calibrating the image rendering unit by measuring the color response of the image rendering unit, and then modifying output image data by one of additional processing after an at least three-dimensional look-up-table or including the required calibration in the at least three-dimensional look-up-table.

156. The method of claim 133, wherein an image color rendering controller is provided within the image rendering unit.

157. The method of claim 133, wherein an imaging color rendering controller is provided external to the image rendering unit.

158. The method of claim 133, wherein an auxiliary imaging device controller is in communication with an image color rendering controller and the image rendering unit.

159. The method of claim 133, wherein an image color rendering controller is in communication with the image rendering unit selected from a projector, a television, a computer display, and a game display, the image rendering unit using DMD, plasma, liquid crystal, liquid crystal-on-silicon modulation, or direct modulation of the light source, and using LED, OLED, laser, or lamp light sources.

160. The method of claim 133, wherein an image color rendering controller is in communication with at least one of a cable TV set-top box, a video game console, a personal computer, a computer graphics card, a DVD player, a Blu-ray player, a broadcast station, an antenna, a satellite, a broadcast receiver and processor, and a digital cinema.
The method of claim 133, wherein the image rendering unit includes an algorithm for color modification, and wherein an at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to compensate for the color modification performed by the image rendering unit.

The method of claim 161, wherein the image rendering unit includes an algorithm for creating secondary colors from primary colors, and an at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises compensating for the color modification performed by the addition of the secondary colors in the image rendering unit.

The method of claim 161, wherein an at least three-dimensional look-up table is provided comprising processing the input image data to increase perceived color, brightness, and contrast to compensate for the reduction in perceived color, brightness, and contrast caused by the algorithm for color modification in the image rendering unit.

The method of claim 133, wherein an at least three-dimensional look-up table contains a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an improved viewing environment including the visual adaptation of the human visual system.

The method of claim 133, wherein an at least three-dimensional look-up table includes the definition of secondary colors, and contains enhanced lightness, chroma, and hues to increase perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness to compensate for the loss in perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness due to addition of the secondary colors by the image rendering unit.

The method of claim 133, wherein an at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to include chromatic adaptation of the human visual system to a specified white point that increases the brightness of the image rendering unit.

The method of claim 133, wherein the color image is a 3D color image.

A method of producing a color image by an OLED display, the method comprising:

a. providing input image data and the OLED display having at least three OLEDs, each OLED being of a different primary color;
b. generating an at least three-dimensional look-up table of values of input colors and output colors, wherein the values in the lookup table convert the input image data to output image color data of the OLED display in a manner that optimally manages the quality of the image and the lifetime of the at least three OLEDs;

c. loading the at least three-dimensional look-up table into an image color rendering controller;

d. loading the input image data into the imaging color rendering controller;

e. processing the input image data through the at least three-dimensional look-up table to produce output color values stored at the addresses in the at least three-dimensional look-up table; and

f. outputting the output image color data to produce the image by the OLED display.

169. The method of claim 168, wherein the at least three OLEDs are a red OLED, a green OLED, and a blue OLED.

170. The method of claim 169, wherein managing the quality of the image and the lifetime of the OLEDs comprises adding a white primary and mapping predetermined amounts of the grey component of RGB pixel values to the white primary to reduce the usage of RGB and extend the life of the red, green, and blue OLEDs.

171. The method of claim 168, wherein the at least three OLEDs are a red OLED, a green OLED, and a blue OLED, and wherein managing the quality of the image and the lifetime of the OLEDs comprises adding other primary colors and mapping predetermined amounts of the RGB pixel values to the other primary colors to reduce the usage of RGB and extend the life of the red, green, and blue OLEDs.

172. The method of claim 168, further comprising operating the at least three OLEDs such that a first OLED does not reach end of life sooner than the other OLEDs, and the image quality of each of the OLEDs is reduced about equally over time without perceived artifacts or appearances predominantly of one of the OLED colors.

173. The method of claim 168, further comprising having a controlled degradation of image quality due to changes in the outputs of at least one of the OLEDs, wherein the change of quality at any given point in time has the least loss in perceived quality.
174. The method of claim 173, further comprising tracking the controlled degradation by accumulating and using usage data for all of the OLEDs.

175. The method of claim 174, further comprising performing the controlled degradation on the entire image over time.

176. The method of claim 174, further comprising performing the controlled degradation on at least one portion of the image over time.

177. The method of claim 173, further comprising performing the controlled degradation by substantially maintaining the brightness of the image while gradually reducing color saturation of the image over time.

178. The method of claim 173, further comprising performing the controlled degradation by substantially maintaining the brightness of the image while reducing color saturation of the image to a greater extent in image pixels of low color saturation than in image pixels of high color saturation.

179. The method of claim 173, further comprising performing the controlled degradation by substantially maintaining the brightness of the image while reducing color saturation gradually using adaptive one dimensional tables on each of the primary colors.

180. The method of claim 179, wherein where the one dimensional tables on each primary color are calculated using a quality degradation model.

181. The method of claim 180, wherein the quality degradation model averages among one dimensional tables that are pre-designed to provide the targeted image quality at specific OLED lifetimes.

182. The method of claim 181, wherein the one dimensional tables are produced by interpolation between a one dimensional table for when the OLEDs are initially operated and a one dimensional table for when the OLEDs are at the ends of their useful lifetimes.

183. The method of claim 168, wherein the values in the look-up table are calculated based upon a visual model of the human visual system.
184. The method of claim 168, wherein enhanced brightness, enhanced contrast, or enhanced colorfulness introduced by the at least three dimensional look-up-table produce a chosen artistic perception in the output image.

185. The method of claim 168, wherein the OLED display is of an expanded color gamut greater than the color gamut of the input image data, and wherein the output colors to the OLED display utilize the expanded color gamut.

186. The method of claim 168, wherein the OLED display is of a reduced color gamut smaller than the color gamut of the input image data, and wherein the output colors to the OLED display utilize the reduced color gamut.

187. The method of claim 168, wherein the input image data contains memory colors and non-memory colors, and the method comprises identifying the memory colors in the input image data to be substantially maintained, characterizing the memory colors and non-memory colors with respect to their chromaticities, and producing an image with substantially maintained memory colors using the OLED display.

188. The method of claim 187, wherein perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the non-memory colors are changed differently than perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the memory colors.

189. The method of claim 187, wherein perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the non-memory colors are increased more than perceived colorfulness, brightness, and contrast of the memory colors.

190. The method of claim 187, wherein generating the at least three-dimensional look-up table includes computing enhanced lightness, chroma, and hue for the memory colors using a non-linear enhancement function.

191. The method of claim 187, further comprising generating more than one at least three-dimensional look-up table for the color transformation of the non-memory colors and the memory colors.

192. The method of claim 187, further comprising generating more than one at least three-dimensional look-up table for the color transformation of the non-memory colors
and the memory colors, wherein each of the at least three dimensional look-up tables is optimized for a different viewing environment of the OLED display.

193. The method of claim 192, further comprising selecting one of the at least three-dimensional look-up tables for loading into the image color rendering controller based upon the viewing environment of the OLED display.

194. The method of claim 193, further comprising providing a sensor for measuring the ambient light in the viewing environment.

195. The method of claim 168, wherein the input image data is of a first color standard, and the method further comprises converting the input image data of the first input color standard into an input color specification for inputting into the three-dimensional look-up table.

196. The method of claim 168, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table has at least three input colors.

197. The method of claim 168, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table has at least three output colors.

198. The method of claim 197, wherein the at least three output colors are any combination of primary colors as independent light sources or secondary colors defined as combinations of primary colors.

199. The method of claim 168, wherein the at least three dimensional look-up table is losslessly compressed to reduce storage use in a memory of the image color rendering controller.

200. The method of claim 168, further comprising calibrating the OLED display by measuring the color response of the OLED display, and then modifying the output image data by one of additional processing after the at least three-dimensional look-up-table or including the required calibration in the at least three-dimensional look-up-table.

201. The method of claim 168, wherein the image color rendering controller is contained within the OLED display.
202. The method of claim 168, wherein the imaging color rendering controller is external to the OLED display.

203. The method of claim 168, wherein an auxiliary imaging device controller is in communication with the image color rendering controller and the OLED display.

204. The method of claim 168, wherein the image color rendering controller is in communication with at least one of a cable TV set-top box, a video game console, a personal computer, a computer graphics card, a DVD player, a Blu-ray player, a broadcast station, an antenna, a satellite, a broadcast receiver and processor, and a digital cinema.

205. The method of claim 168, wherein the OLED display includes an algorithm for color modification, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to compensate for the color modification performed by the OLED display.

206. The method of claim 205, wherein the OLED display includes an algorithm for creating secondary colors from primary colors, and the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises compensating for the color modification performed by the addition of the secondary colors in the OLED display.

207. The method of claim 205, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to increase perceived color, brightness, and contrast to compensate for the reduction in perceived color, brightness, and contrast caused by the algorithm for color modification in the OLED display.

208. The method of claim 168, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table contains a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an improved viewing environment including the visual adaptation of the human visual system.

209. The method of claim 168, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table includes the definition of secondary colors, and contains enhanced lightness, chroma, and hues to increase perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness to compensate for the loss in perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness due to addition of the secondary colors by the OLED display.
210. The method of claim 168, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table further comprises processing the input image data to include chromatic adaptation of the human visual system to a specified white point that increases the brightness of the OLED display.

211. The method of claim 168, wherein the color image is a 3D color image.

212. A device for producing a color image, the device comprising a computer comprising a central processing unit and a memory in communication through a system bus, wherein the memory contains an at least three dimensional lookup table of values of input colors and output colors, wherein the values in the lookup table convert input image color data to output image color data in an image rendering unit that is connectable to the device.

213. The device of claim 212, wherein the values in the lookup table are based upon a visual model of the human visual system.

214. The device of claim 212, further comprising the image rendering unit in communication with the computer, the image rendering unit selected from a projector, a television, a computer display, and a game display, the image rendering unit using DMD, plasma, liquid crystal, liquid crystal-on-silicon modulation, or direct modulation of the light source, and using LED, OLED, laser, or lamp light sources.

215. The device of claim 214, further comprising an auxiliary imaging device including at least one of a cable TV set-top box, a video game console, a personal computer, a computer graphics card, a DVD player, and a Blu-ray player, a broadcast station, an antenna, a satellite, a broadcast receiver and processor, and a digital cinema.

216. The device of claim 215, further comprising one of a liquid crystal display, a plasma display, and a DMD projector in communication with the auxiliary device.

217. The device of claim 212, further comprising a communication link to a source of input image data.

218. The device of claim 212, wherein the algorithm to produce the at least three dimensional lookup table is contained in the memory.
219. The device of claim 212, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table includes the definition of secondary colors, and contains enhanced lightness, chroma, and hues to increase perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness to compensate for the loss in perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness due to addition of the secondary colors by the image rendering unit.

220. The device of claim 212, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table contains a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an optimal viewing environment including the visual and chromatic adaptation of the human visual system.

221. The device of claim 212, wherein the memory contains a set of at least three dimensional lookup tables, each one of the set optimized for a different viewing environment of the image rendering unit.

222. The device of claim 221, further comprising a sensor for measuring the ambient light in the viewing environment.

223. The device of claim 212, wherein the color image is a 3D color image.

224. A device for producing a color image, the device comprising a computer comprising a central processing unit and a memory in communication through a system bus, wherein the memory contains an at least three dimensional lookup table of values of input colors and output colors, wherein the values in the lookup table convert a first color gamut of an input image data set to encompass a second different color gamut of an image rendering unit that is connectable to the device.

225. The device of claim 224, wherein the values in the lookup table are based upon a visual model of the human visual system.

226. The device of claim 224, wherein the color gamut of the image rendering unit is larger than the first color gamut.

227. The device of claim 224, wherein the color gamut of the image rendering unit is smaller than the first color gamut.

228. The device of claim 224, further comprising the image rendering unit in communication with the computer, the image rendering unit selected from a projector, a television, a computer display, and a game display, the image rendering unit using
DMD, plasma, liquid crystal, liquid crystal-on-silicon modulation, or direct modulation of
the light source, and using LED, OLED, laser, or lamp light sources.

229. The device of claim 228, further comprising an auxiliary imaging device including
at least one of a cable TV set-top box, a video game console, a personal computer, a
computer graphics card, a DVD player, and a Blu-ray player, a broadcast station, an
antenna, a satellite, a broadcast receiver and processor, and a digital cinema.

230. The device of claim 229, further comprising one of a liquid crystal display, a
plasma display, and a DMD projector in communication with the auxiliary device.

231. The device of claim 224, further comprising a communication link to a source of
input image data.

232. The device of claim 224, wherein the algorithm to produce the at least three
dimensional lookup table is contained in the memory.

233. The device of claim 224, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table
includes the definition of secondary colors, and contains enhanced lightness, chroma,
and hues to increase perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness to compensate for
the loss in perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness due to addition of the
secondary colors by the image rendering unit.

234. The device of claim 224, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table
contains a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an improved
viewing environment including the visual and chromatic adaptation of the human visual
system.

235. The device of claim 224, wherein the memory contains a set of at least three
dimensional lookup tables, each one of the set optimized for a different viewing
environment of the image rendering unit.

236. The device of claim 235, further comprising a sensor for measuring the ambient
light in the viewing environment.

237. The device of claim 224, wherein the color image is a 3D color image.
238. A device for producing a color image, the device comprising a computer comprising a central processing unit and a memory in communication through a system bus, wherein the memory contains an at least three dimensional lookup table containing a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an improved viewing environment including the visual and chromatic adaptation of the human visual system.

239. The device of claim 238, wherein the values in the lookup table are based upon a visual model of the human visual system.

240. The device of claim 238, further comprising an image rendering unit in communication with the computer, the image rendering unit selected from a projector, a television, a computer display, and a game display, the image rendering unit using DMD, plasma, liquid crystal, liquid crystal-on-silicon modulation, or direct modulation of the light source, and using LED, OLED, laser, or lamp light sources.

241. The device of claim 240, further comprising an auxiliary imaging device including at least one of a cable TV set-top box, a video game console, a personal computer, a computer graphics card, a DVD player, and a Blu-ray player, a broadcast station, an antenna, a satellite, a broadcast receiver and processor, and a digital cinema.

242. The device of claim 241, further comprising one of a liquid crystal display, a plasma display, and a DMD projector in communication with the auxiliary device.

243. The device of claim 238, further comprising a communication link to a source of input image data.

244. The device of claim 238, wherein the algorithm to produce the at least three dimensional lookup table is contained in the memory.

245. The device of claim 238, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table includes the definition of secondary colors, and contains enhanced lightness, chroma, and hues to increase perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness to compensate for the loss in perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness due to addition of the secondary colors by the image rendering unit.
246. The device of claim 238, wherein the memory contains a set of at least three dimensional lookup tables, each one of the set optimized for a different viewing environment of the image rendering unit.

247. The device of claim 246, further comprising a sensor for measuring the ambient light in the viewing environment.

248. The device of claim 238, wherein the color image is a 3D color image.

249. A device for producing a color image, the device comprising a computer comprising a central processing unit and a memory in communication through a system bus, wherein the memory contains an at least three dimensional lookup table containing the definition of secondary colors, and enhanced lightness, chroma, and hues to increase perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness to compensate for the loss in perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness due to addition of secondary colors by an image rendering unit that is connectable to the device.

250. The device of claim 249, wherein the values in the lookup table are based upon a visual model of the human visual system.

251. The device of claim 249, further comprising the image rendering unit in communication with the computer, the image rendering unit selected from a projector, a television, a computer display, and a game display, the image rendering unit using DMD, plasma, liquid crystal, liquid crystal-on-silicon modulation, or direct modulation of the light source, and using LED, OLED, laser, or lamp light sources.

252. The device of claim 251, further comprising an auxiliary imaging device including at least one of a cable TV set-top box, a video game console, a personal computer, a computer graphics card, a DVD player, and a Blu-ray player, a broadcast station, an antenna, a satellite, a broadcast receiver and processor, and a digital cinema.

253. The device of claim 252, further comprising one of a liquid crystal display, a plasma display, and a DMD projector in communication with the auxiliary device.

254. The device of claim 249, further comprising a communication link to a source of input image data.
255. The device of claim 249, wherein the algorithm to produce the at least three dimensional lookup table is contained in the memory.

256. The device of claim 249, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table contains a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an improved viewing environment including the visual and chromatic adaptation of the human visual system.

257. The device of claim 249, wherein the memory contains a set of at least three dimensional lookup tables, each one of the set optimized for a different viewing environment of the image rendering unit.

258. The device of claim 257, further comprising a sensor for measuring the ambient light in the viewing environment.

259. The device of claim 249, wherein the color image is a 3D color image.

260. A device for producing a color image perceived by human observers observing the image on an image rendering unit, the device comprising a computer comprising a central processing unit and a memory in communication through a system bus, wherein the memory contains a visual model to enhance the perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness of the image.

261. The device of claim 260, further comprising the image rendering unit in communication with the computer, the image rendering unit selected from a projector, a television, a computer display, and a game display, the image rendering unit using DMD, plasma, liquid crystal, liquid crystal-on-silicon modulation, or direct modulation of the light source, and using LED, OLED, laser, or lamp light sources.

262. The device of claim 261, further comprising an auxiliary imaging device including at least one of a cable TV set-top box, a video game console, a personal computer, a computer graphics card, a DVD player, and a Blu-ray player, a broadcast station, an antenna, a satellite, a broadcast receiver and processor, and a digital cinema.

263. The device of claim 262, further comprising one of a liquid crystal display, a plasma display, and a DMD projector in communication with the auxiliary device.
264. The device of claim 260, further comprising a communication link to a source of input image data.

265. The device of claim 260, further comprising an at least three dimensional lookup table stored in the memory and containing values of input colors and output colors.

266. The device of claim 265, wherein the algorithm to produce the at least three dimensional lookup table is contained in the memory.

267. The device of claim 265, wherein the at least three-dimensional look-up table contains a transformation from a suboptimal viewing environment to an improved viewing environment including the visual and chromatic adaptation of the human visual system.

268. The device of claim 265, wherein the memory contains a set of at least three dimensional lookup tables, each one of the set optimized for a different viewing environment of the image rendering unit.

269. The device of claim 268, further comprising a sensor for measuring the ambient light in the viewing environment.

270. The device of claim 265, further comprising the image rendering unit in communication with the computer, wherein the values in the lookup table convert a first color gamut of an input image data set to encompass a second expanded color gamut of the image rendering unit.

271. The device of claim 265, further comprising the image rendering unit in communication with the computer, wherein the values in the lookup table convert a first color gamut of an input image data set to encompass a second reduced color gamut of the image rendering unit.

272. The device of claim 265, further comprising the image rendering unit in communication with the computer, wherein the at least three dimensional lookup table contains the definition of secondary colors, and enhanced lightness, chroma, and hues to increase perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness to compensate for the loss in perceived colorfulness, contrast, or brightness due to the addition of secondary colors by the image rendering unit.
273. The device of claim 260, wherein the color image is a 3D color image.
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